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Abstract 
This thesis is a compilation of four articles concerning various aspects of 
intertext, intertextual practice, and various ‘goings-on’ of fandom. Specifically 
this thesis concerns the folklore of Discworld fandom as expressed in the 
annual celebration of Hogswatch in Wincanton, Somerset, through the eyes of 
a folklorist. 
The general aim of this thesis is to explore a specific fandom celebration – 
Hogswatch in Wincanton – using methodology and theory prominent in 
folkloristics.  
The first article is an analysis of the intertextual and contextual construction of 
fandom in the celebration in Wincanton. This is where I outline the ideas of 
intertext and intertextual common sense, drawing upon folkloristic, 
intertextual scholars.  The second article is a study of the mercantile part of 
fandom, through the notion of gift-economy. The third article is a study of the 
use of narratives in the celebration, more specifically the staged narratives 
performed during the celebration. This is done by using the narratological 
concept of qualia. The last article is published in this volume. The article 
analyses the material manifestations of fandom culture (costuming and 
handicrafts) through the concept of folk art.  
  The thesis main theoretical concepts, utilized throughout the article series, are 
the notions of folklore, fandom and intertext. The main concepts are discussed 
in the chapters preceding the articles. Also discussed is the field methodology 
issues of doing participant observation in affectively invested fields, alongside 
a thorough description of the ethnographic fieldwork.    
The thesis show how intertext permeates fandom culture and how by using the 
notion of intertext one can explore and investigate fandom-expressions of 
affect; performance events, trading, narrative and material expression. It also 
shows how using folkloristic methodology and theory and treating the 
expression of fandom as folklore makes it easier to contextualize.   
 
Keywords: Folklore, Fandom, Discworld, Intertext, Fantasy, Ethnographic 
fieldwork, Identity, Gift-economy, Narrative, Qualia, Folk art, Cosplay, 
Wincanton, Hogswatch, Terry Pratchett 
 

                                                 
1 The fact of the matter is that one of the main questions I have encountered when presenting 
my research, is a display of share astonishment over the fact that I was allowed to conduct 
the study in the first place.  
 
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13 For an extensive list of the novels, characters and plots (up until about 1999) see Terry 
Pratchett (Butler, Andrew M. 2001).   
8 
 
                                                 
14 For a complete overview of the different countries, geography, and infrastructures of the 
Discworld, one can turn to The Compleat Discworld Atlas (Pratchett, Pearson, Pearson, 
Mitchell and Voyce 2015). 
15 See The compleat Ankh-Morpork (Pratchett, Pearson, Pearson, Mitchell and Voyce 2012).  
16 A blend between organized crime and tax collectors, thieves are legal in Ankh-Morpork as 
long as they are registered and educated by the guild. They always have to leave a receipt for 
anything they steal. They are described as ‘organized crime’.  
17 Which in truth is a guild of prostitutes, but that would be too shocking a revelation in 
polite society (alluding to the alledged Victorian fear of sexuality).  
18 Which can be described as part school, part upper class club facility (where the wealthiest 
of Ankh-Morpork send their kids for an education).   
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19 With the exception of rats, of which there are so many that they have their own 
anthropomorphic death of rats, ’The grim squeeker’.  
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20 This will become important later on in explaining why the gift-giver in Wincanton is in 
fact Death and not the Hogfather. 
21 Basically a pastiche of a Northern European Christmas. 
22 Constructed of water wheels, beehives and ants (so not a modern computer).  
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23 The points encountered in fieldwork that “surprise the ethnographer” that are contingent 
on previous understanding of the field (Agar 1996:31).  
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24 About the Guild of Seamstresses (Pratchett 2005) and female dwarfs being bearded 
(2009). 
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25 Specifically the part on the memorial mural  
25 
 
                                                 
26 The case has rather been the opposite, with people posing for photos as they wanted to be 
part of this project. 
27 “The Domesday Book was commissioned in December 1085 by William the Conqueror, 
who invaded England in 1066. The first draft was completed in August 1086 and contained 
records for 13,418 settlements in the English counties south of the rivers Ribble and Tees 
(the border with Scotland at the time).” (Doemsday book online accessed 6.11.2017) 
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28Bernard Pearson (Founder and Company Janitor), Isobel Pearson (Founder and Designated 
Grown-up), Ian Mitchell (MD and Creative Scrote) and Reb Voyce (Director and Chief Cat-
herder)  
  
28 
 
                                                 
29 The location of the Bear and the Discword Emporium means that during Hogswatch one 
can see the fans ambulate between the two locations.  
30 A community gathering hall commemorating the Great War.  
29 
 
                                                 
31 A center for social gatherings and healthy living and social interaction next to the 
Memorial Hall. 
30 
 
 
                                                 
32 When asked about it, the fans and crew of the Discworld Emporium seemed to count from 
different years, or give answers like ‘it was probably in…’  
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33 Understanding Popular Culture (2nd ed.). London & New York: Routledge. 
37 
 
                                                 
34 The pathological fan (Jenson), Cultural economy and the habitus of fans (Fiske), 
Production (Jenkins).   
35 Fanfiction is the appropriation or poaching of franchised characters, by writing new stories 
in a pre-existing narrative universe (e.g. new stories about Luke Skywalker set in the Star 
Wars universe). 
36 A debate this thesis will contribute to for sure. 
38 
 
                                                 
37 Slash fiction is the name for the genre of fanfiction that depicts erotic meetings between 
characters from a franchise (or between franchises. Not seldom with a homo-erotic 
undertone. It gets its name from the Slash (/) because it is often categorized according to the 
two (or more characters) involved in the erotica; e.g. Harry Potter/Ron Weasly.  
38 Classic English science fiction TV-show. 
39 An multimedial, immersive museum and experience center and gift shop upheld by the 
BBC. 
39 
 
                                                 
40 Perhaps best illustrated by the chapter in Henry Jenkins’ 2006 work Fans, Bloggers and 
Gamers, in which a scholarly discussion on fandom between Jenkins and Hills is presented 
(Jenkins 2006:9–36).  
40 
 
                                                 
41 As an excellent introduction to the notion’s history and development, I recommend 
Graham Allen’s book Intertextuality (2000).  
42 The meeting point between texts is often referred to as generic intertext (Bauman 2008:5 
ff.) or intertext proper (Asplund Ingemark 2004).  
41 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
43 In itself not a surprising idea since literary scholars are (rightly so) interested in literary 
texts. 
44 On top of this, there is fandom discussions, debates and panels on the intertext between 
mythology, folklore and fantasy-literature conducted at various conventions, meetings and 
gatherings. Some of them I have myself, in my capacity as a folklorist and a fandom scholar, 
partaken in as invited expert, both during the Hogswatch celebration and at various 
conventions in the Nordic countries.   
42 
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45 ”Definitions of reflection (which are often implicit) focus on the individual’s internal 
thought processes and responsibility for their actions. The individuals – and what they 
did/thought/felt – is emphasized […] The popularity of reflective practice in the education of 
professionals has also derived from public tensions between professional autonomy and 
professional accountability”  (Bradbury, Frost, Kilminster & Zukas 2010:3–4). 
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46 Also fandom studies as such could in my opinion be more self-reflexive.  
48 
 
                                                 
47 It should be said that I had not had prior experience of celebrating Hogswatch before my 
fieldwork experience.  
48 Often described in dichotomies such as emic/etic, professional/personal, and so on.     
49 I have also on occasion been thanked by other participants for my willingness to 
participate.  
49 
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50 ”Non-participation ” to ”complete participation” (Spradley’s continuum)/ “No membership 
role” to “Full membership” (Adler & Adler’s membership roles). See Spradley 1980; Adler 
& Adler 1987; also Dewalt & Dewalt 2002. 
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51 Seeing that participant observational studies is meant to yield an empathic understanding 
(Shmidt-Lauber 2012:556).  
52 Acknowledging that the level of participation in a field needs to be described.  
52 
 
                                                 
53 Having written my MA-thesis on the intertextual connections between folklore and fantasy 
literature in 2010. 
53 
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54 In short, I am not a gender scholar and the issues depicted in the celebration of the fluidity 
of gender, would have merited a more considerable theoretical knowledge on my part 
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55 Puzzles, fights, decisions.  
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56 Facebook tag 29th of November 2014. 
(https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10100993460060239&set=t.1711432292&type
=3&theater) 
retrieved January 1,.2017. 
57 Which I declined. 
58 Also declined. 
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59 There are several books by Pratchett that includes a university and various faculties of it, 
parodying the academic world. See for instance Unseen Academicals (Pratchett 2009).  
59 
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60 It should be said that the idea that folklore encompasses material culture as well as 
immaterial is predominantly an American definition. In the Nordic countries, it is more 
common to leave the material culture out of folklore definitions.  
61 Commonality in turn leads to an understanding of folklore as that which defines ‘us’ 
juxtaposed to ‘them’, a discussion I will not consider further since the ‘them’ that are 
juxtaposed to ‘us’ also have a folklore that defines ‘us’ and ‘them’ in return.    
62 Not in itself an uncommon thought, see for instance Brunvand 1997.   
63 The aforementioned use in literary contexts is an example of this. 
64 Either in the Scandinavian or British form. 
62 
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65 It should be said that due to the development in social media, participatory culture, or 
participating with text, has become an increasingly widespread phenomenon (cf. Lamerichs 
2014:5): producers and audience share space and have a dialogue.     
66 Here one can see a parallel to the notion of communality in the term folklore, in that it has 
a community and therefore there are, at the same time, other communities that one is 
choosing not to belong to.  
68 
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67 This is regularly done within fandom groups and is called fan fiction (see for example 
Hellekson & Busse 2006) which is a form of fan creative practice (Lamerichs 2014:3) with 
its own genres and subgenres.   
68 So called slash fiction or stories ”based on a perceived homoerotic subtext” (Hellekson & 
Busse 2006:6). 
69 i.e. the perceived homoerotic subtext and genre-knowledge of what slash entails and/or 
looks like. 
70 E.g. Being Sherlocked or a “Sherlockian” (cf. fandom nicknames Wikipedia. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_fandom_nicknames, retrieved 16.2.2017). 
71 Another neighbouring phenomenon could be said to be sport supporters.   
70 
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72 “any group of people whatsoever who share at least one common factor” (Dundes 1965:2).  
72 
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73 It should be said that as a folklorist, I view the notion of text in a broad sense, 
encompassing various cultural forms (cf. Fine 1984:2). 
74 
 
                                                 
74 This is called “fan service” in colloquial vernacular.  
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75 Performance here should be understood “as the ‘doing’ of folklore” (Bauman 2012:98).  
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76 Levels briefly touched upon by both Grossberg (1992) and Hills (2002).  
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 'Hogfather', Ann Pars (http://annpars.deviantart.com/)
 
 
 Death and a pickled onion 
The construction of fan culture and fan identity in the Hogswatch celebration of Wincanton 
 
Jakob Löfgren 
 
I have been a fan all my life. I have participated and displayed in a wide variety of fandoms for as 
long as I can remember. But only since I began my doctoral studies in folkloristics have I really 
reflected on my participation in fandom, and started to ask questions like: ‘What is a fan?’ or 
‘What is fandom?’ Being a folklorist, I began to suspect that fandom is a form of folklore. 
It was while working on my Master's thesis that I by chance stumbled on a particularly special 
display of fandom. Searching the internet, I discovered a shop trading exclusively in Discworld 
paraphernalia that happened to be located in Wincanton, Somerset. Finding the shop might have 
been exciting enough, but my interest was heightened when I learnt that the town of Wincanton 
sported an annual festivity known as Hogswatch.i Here was a town that seemed to celebrate a 
fictional midwinter fête from a fictional world, the Discworld, created by the English author Sir 
Terry Pratchett, whose Discworld series currently runs to 39 novels. I have been a fan of the 
Discworld since I was old enough to read, and there are millions of similar fans of all ages across 
the world. Together we form an assembly that can loosely be termed Discworld fans, and it is 
this form of fandom I want to explore here, specifically during Wincanton's celebration of 
Hogswatch, in which I participated as an observer and fan in 2010, 2011 and 2012.The purpose 
of the article is to demonstrate how fandom culture is constructed by means of intertext and 
context, and is contingent upon the construction of common sense, which is itself contingent on 
a communal stock of knowledge. My fieldwork for this article was made possible with the 
financial help of the Swedish Literature Society in Finland. 
 
Concepts and theory  
Before I take you to Wincanton, some central concepts and the theoretical perspectives need 
clarification. Let us start with folklore. A definition of folklore I’ve always found to be concise, 
veracious and relatively uncomplicated is Dan Ben-Amos’ definition of folklore as 'artistic 
communication in small groups'.ii Ben-Amos recognises that this communication entails 
something more than just plain communication; he calls it 'artistic'.iii Moreover, he identifies that 
the communication takes place in a 'small group', or between people who are 'part of the same 
reference group'.iv This definition also hints at the etymological roots of 'folklore'.v The 'small 
group' Ben-Amos speaks of could be viewed as the ‘folk’ and, consequently, the 'artistic 
communication' would then be the ‘lore’. Therefore, folklore can be viewed as a form of 
communal communication within a 'reference group'vi used to convey a group identity.  
A second central concept for this study is fandom. Today there are two conflicting schools of fandom 
research, one psychological and one social constructivist. The psychological school defines and debates 
fandom in terms of affection and sensibility. Scholars like Lawrence Grossberg and Matt Hills define 
fandom through the fans' affective relationship with the object of fandom. In Grossberg’s definition, 
fandom operates on affect and affective investments;vii in other words, fandom is seen as a result of the 
emotions and desires of the fan. Matt Hills is another psychologically inspired fandom scholar. In his 
book Fan Cultures, Hills furthers Grossberg’s definition and introduces the term 'affective play',viii whose 
definition includes two central elements: an affective emotional attachment towards the object of 
fandom and an element of play with said affection. Henry Jenkins in turn views fandom as a socially 
constructed phenomenon. In Fans, Bloggers and Gamers, he sees fandom as part of a bigger map of 
different social affiliations. What distinguishes fandom from other social affiliations is the participating 
and constructing elements of fandom. Jenkins sees fandom as a participatory culture with an active 
audience.ix In my view, fandom is a product of both an affective relationship between the fan and the 
object of fandom, as well as a participatory social affiliation. Like Hills I acknowledge a playful 
component based on affection, but I also subscribe to the idea that fandom is constructed and a 
participatory social affiliation.  
This article also uses the American folklorist Susan Stewart's theories of intertextuality, 
common sense and nonsense. Stewart understands intertextuality as a borrowing process 
between two 'domains of meaning',x and divides her world into two universes of discourse: the 
common sense and the nonsense world.xi The common sense world is our perception or 
organisation of reality, which is contingent on 'the stock of knowledge at hand',xii or ‘the 
communal knowledge of a certain group’. The common sense world is everything we take for 
granted as reality or the ordinary.xiii Common sense also contains traditions within its domain 
because 'Tradition lends us a set of expectations […] for evaluating what will count and not count 
in forming the horizon in any situation',xiv and so helps in indexing our perception of reality.  
'Nonsense', on the other hand, is a universe of discourse in which reality is disorganised and 
rewritten.xv This is of course what fiction does. The relationship between universes of discourse 
is intertextual. Stewart believes that 'The concept of intertextuality relies on two basic 
assumptions: first, that various domains of meaning are contingent upon one another and 
second, that the common-sense world may be considered as a base, on which other provinces of 
meaning are formed.'xvi This implies that a fictional universe is contingent on and derived 
 from its intertextual connections to common sense. In contrast, concrete human events, 
Stewart suggests, are dependent on their situation and therefore have a contextually 
determined meaningxvii 'determined through interpretive procedures that have evolved through 
prior experience with "contexts" or "texts"'.xviii In short, common sense derives its meaning from 
context and fiction derives its meaning from intertext.  
To summarise, Stewart’s thoughts on intertextual relationships draw on two separate ideas. 
First, that our understanding of the connection between folklore and literature merits a division 
into universes of discourse. Second that an intertextual relationship occurs in a continuing 
process of borrowing and transforming,xix which results in the meaning of fiction being 
dependent on its connection to reality. In addition, Stewart suggests that the meaning of human 
action is contextually derived. By applying Stewart’s theories to the collected fan-folklore I aim 
to illustrate two things: (1) the complexity in the intertextual relationship between Discworld 
and the fan-folklore; (2) that the intertextual and contextual constructs of the fan-folklore can be 
described as ‘making common sense’.  
Robert de Caro and Rosan Augusta Jordan describe how Stewart's idea of intertextuality as a 
borrowing process works when exercised by an author. The process is called 're-situation'.xx De 
Caro and Jordan suggest that borrowing and transforming is a conscious act by an authorxxi 
whenever they pick a text (be it an actual text, imitation of form or a plot adaptation) and use it 
in their own work of literature.xxii In this way folklore is re-situated from a socio-cultural 
discourse into a literary discourse. However, as certain traditions are borrowed from Pratchett’s 
fiction into the Hogswatch celebration, it can be seen that re-situation also works the other way 
round: from a literary discourse into a socio-cultural discourse; in other words the participants 
deliberately pick parts of fictional folklore and re-situate them in a new socio-cultural context. 
Stewart's distinction between the notions of ‘context’ and ‘intertext’ is no longer obvious 
today due to the development of textual theories within culture studies, but I have chosen to 
keep the distinction because both are apparent in the Hogswatch celebration. Because of the 
celebration’s quality as a human event, the parts that are not apparently intertextual will be 
described as contextual, in what linguistics would call 'social' or 'socio-cultural context'.xxiii Social 
context is constituted by 'for instance participants, the immediate concrete, physical 
surroundings including time and location'.xxiv Context is connected to social action and a 
construction of common sense. Furthermore, it can be seen as both a process and a product (as 
described by, for example, Anita Fetzer.xxv This description resonates well with Stewart’s 
understanding of context as 'interpretive procedures'.xxvi 
Intertext and context in this article are both considered procedures of communication, and both 
are needed to illustrate differences in the construction of meaning during Hogswatch. I hope to 
show that ‘what is communicated’ is fandom common sense.xxvii  
Fig.4 
Fig.1 
Fig. 1 'The Hogfather', illustrated by Paul Kidby © Paul Kidby  
Fig. 2 'Death masking as the Hogfather', illustrated by Paul Kidby © Paul Kidby.  
Fig. 3 Hogfather (photo by Jakob Löfgren). 
Fig. 4 The auctioning of the sacred pickled onion (photo by Otto Chriek).  
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Hogswatch in Wincanton 
With the theoretical perspective in mind, the place and the celebrations to be studied can now 
be introduced. First mentioned in the Domesday Book, Wincanton is a small town in Somerset 
with about 5,000 inhabitants. It is known for the local racecourse and is an important stopover 
on the main route from London to Essex.xxviii In 2001 Bernard Pearson and his family opened the 
Discworld Emporium on the High Street in Wincanton.xxix The shop trades in Discworld 
paraphernalia and artwork made by Mr Pearson and his family. Soon after the shop was 
established, Wincanton gained a reputation among Discworld fans as a destination worthy of a 
visit. In 2002 the town council twinned Wincanton with the Discworld city of Ankh-Morpork,xxx 
and took the connection one step further in 2007 when it announced the streets in a new 
housing project in the town were to be named after street names from Discworld, such as 
'Treacle Mine Road' and 'Peach Pie Street'.xxxi 
The relationship between Discworld and Wincanton is of course encouraging for the town’s 
economy. The former mayor of Wincanton explains in a Daily Mail article that 'The association 
with Discworld works extremely well for our town, helping to boost the local economy. I even 
know of three families who moved to Wincanton because of this quirky connection.'xxxii All of the 
official connections to Ankh-Morpork and the Discworld Emporium have made this small 
picturesque Somerset town a hub for Discworld fandom all year round, but especially during the 
Hogswatch weekend.  
Hogswatch is the midwinter festival of Discworld,xxxiii and is clearly a fictional adaptation of a 
British or northern European-style midwinter festival. Hogswatch is in other words the result of 
Pratchett's re-situating  
Christmas from its socio-cultural context to a fictional one. Terry Pratchett and Jacqueline 
Simpson describe the reason for celebrating Hogswatch on Discworld, in their book The Folklore 
of the Discworld, as follows: 
 
In the bleak midwinter, frosty winds make moan. People, on the other hand, makes as 
much loud and cheerful noise as they can […] It’s a way of telling the sun what you 
expect of him – ‘Rise and shine, Sun, start to grow strong again, drive back the Ice Giants, 
bring us the warmth of Spring.’ The Sun needs a little encouragement, what ever 
astronomers may say.xxxiv 
 
Hogswatch on Discworld has its beginning in pagan rituals and animal sacrifice with the purpose 
of making the sun rise the following morning.xxxv It then undergoes a modernisation, from 
‘pagan’ to ‘civilised’: the animal sacrifice is forgotten – it’s just not civilised to engage in ritual 
blood sacrifice. Because of this civilisation process the personification of Hogswatch, the 
Hogfather (Fig. 1),xxxvi also becomes modernised. He goes from being a simple boar meant for 
sacrifice, to a jolly, boar-faced fat man who delivers presents to kids. The motivation of his 
existence is the same as before, a kind of sacrifice to make the sun rise the next morning, but the 
sacrifice itself has shifted from the pagan blood sacrifice to the act of giving presents. On 
Discworld, gifts have to be distributed by the Hogfather putting them in stockings by the 
fireplace on Hogswatch night. This is done in order to maintain belief in the Hogfather. Without 
belief in him on Hogswatch morning the sun will not rise because a sacrifice has not been made.  
The premise of the novel Hogfather is: what if the ritual of gift-distribution is hindered? The 
main plot goes as follows: the ‘Auditors of reality’xxxvii hate humankind because they have 
irrational beliefs, such as the Hogfather. In an attempt to make the universe work according to 
logic, the Auditors try to have the Hogfather assassinated the evening before Hogswatch. This 
task is to be carried out by eradicating belief in the Hogfather. What the Auditors do not know is 
that in order for the sun to rise the next morning the Hogfather needs to do his rounds. The one 
being in the universe that realises the Auditors’ plan is Death, as it is his job to collect all dying 
souls, including the Hogfather’s. When Death realises the Hogfather is about to die (and the 
implications of this), he sets out to save belief in the Hogfather by impersonating him and doing 
his rounds. Death succeeds and ends up saving the Discworld (Fig. 2). 
This is the story that inspired the Hogswatch celebrations in Wincanton and is in a sense a re-
situation in reverse, where the Christmas-inspired celebration in the book is brought to life in 
Wincanton. Everything started about a decade ago when a group of friends of the Pearsons 
decided to have a little get-together in Wincanton. This informal gathering of friends and fans of 
Discworld was named after the midwinter festival from Pratchett’s works of fiction: Hogswatch. 
Since then the celebration has evolved. It is organised by the fans and the Discworld Emporium 
staff (using the Discworld Emporium website).xxxviii Today the Wincanton Hogswatch celebration 
takes place the last weekend in November or the first weekend in December. This is the official 
celebration organised by the fans. Many fans stay in Wincanton for several days in connection to 
the Hogswatch weekend, which is mainly set in three locations on the High Street: the Discworld 
Emporium, the Dolphin inn and the pub The Bear. 
The participants of the Hogswatch celebration are an assorted mix of people. The youngest 
participant I have encountered was a couple of months old and the oldest were in their eighties. 
The participants hail from all different socio-economic backgrounds. These demographic 
descriptions point to the fact that the one thing the participants of the celebration have in 
common is the celebration itself, and a love for the Discworld of course. 
The Hogswatch celebration must contain certain components to be traditional. These are 
(among other things): 
(1) A kick-off ceremony. The 2011 kick-off ceremony took the form of a sketch and an 
initiation into 'The Ankh-Morpork Guild of Thieves Wincanton branch'. Everyone had to swear an 
oath promising that if they stole anything they had to leave a receipt. This is a direct intertextual 
relation to the books as members of Ankh-Morpork's Guild of Thieves are licensed to steal but 
always have to leave a receipt.  
(2) The Hogfather (or rather Death masking as the Hogfather) giving out presents(Fig. 3). The 
Hogfather’s visit is the Hogswatch equivalent of Father Christmas’s visit on Christmas. It is 
organised as a secret Santa kind of event. The members of the Emporium internet forum set up a 
list of participants some time before Hogswatch and then draw a 'secret Santa' (or Hogfather as 
it were) to buy and wrap a gift for another participant. All the gifts are put in the Hogfather’s 
bag, and the Hogfather distributes them in an event during Hogswatch. The gift doesn’t 
necessarily have to relate to Discworld and are often the same kind of gifts you would get for 
Christmas.  
(3) Hogswatch sausage supper and open mic evening. The sausage supper is the official 
Hogswatch meal. It consists of sausages and mashed potatoes. The meal itself needs to be pre-
booked and is consumed at one of the pubs in Wincanton. The open mic evening takes place 
after dinner and is an event in which anybody can take to the stage in The Bear's back room and 
entertain with songs, dance, sketches, poetry and so on. 
(4) The charity auction. Another tradition surrounding Hogswatch is the annual charity 
auction. Discworld paraphernalia and whatever people put in the auction box are for sale. In 
2011 the auction brought in just short of £3,000 to be distributed among charities, both local 
and national.  
(5) The traditional send off. The last part of the traditional Hogswatch celebration is the send 
off, where Bernard Pearson holds a long 'thank you' speech, followed by the words: 'And now 
ladies and gentlemen ... PISS OFF!' 
 
The intertextual common sense of Death  
Several of the above described events can be understood from the perspective of intertextual 
common sense, for example the gift-giving ceremony, which is organised by the fans, for the 
fans. The distributing of gifts during a midwinter holiday is not specific to Hogswatch; in 
Wincanton, however, it is traditional during Hogswatch for Death to deliver the midwinter gifts. 
This might strike the uninformed as odd since the traditional gift-distributer on Discworld is the 
Hogfather. If the goal of the fans is to recreate an accurate Hogswatch celebration from 
Discworld, the ‘correct procedure’ would be to emulate the Hogfather giving out gifts. The 
reason for not doing so is twofold. Firstly, the Hogfather in the book never makes any public 
appearances. His gift-distribution is of a more subtle nature. Like Santa Claus or Father Christmas 
in the tradition of the Anglophone world, the Hogfather distributes gifts by descending and 
ascending through the chimneys of Discworld, leaving gifts in a stocking hung by the fireplace. 
The only public appearance by any gift-bringer in any Discworld novel is made by Death 
disguised as the Hogfather, in an Ankh-Morpork department store called Crumley’s Emporium, in 
an attempt to boost belief in the Hogfather. Due to the nature of the Hogfather’s gift-bringing, 
intertextual common sense suggests that he could not appear during the Wincanton celebration 
either. 
Secondly, the gift-giving ceremony in Wincanton is re-situated to suit reality. The re-situation 
process here starts with the re-situating of British Christmas-tradition, a form of folklore, into the 
Discworld by Pratchett. The Hogfather’s method of gift-distribution is derived from British 
tradition, and Pratchett also writes a pastiche of commercial displays during Christmas in the 
scene where Death gives out free gifts in Crumley’s Emporium’s grotto. This scene is 
subsequently cherry-picked by the fans and re-situated into the Wincanton celebration. The re-
situation process can be illustrated by the following flowchart:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
The key to understanding how the intertextual elements of the Wincanton Hogswatch 
celebration work lies in the fact that the participants constitute a ‘small group’ of people and the 
gift-giving ceremony can be defined as 'artistic communication'.xxxix To understand why it is 
meaningful to have Death as gift-bringer for the event, we have to consider how the intertext 
works as common sense (common sense in the sense of common knowledge or what everybody 
already knows),xl which is contingent on the stock of knowledge at hand. A big part of this stock 
of knowledge of the small group we can call ‘participants of Hogswatch’ is derived from the 
Discworld novels.  
Without this communal stock of knowledge, having a character such as Death giving out 
presents would be nonsensical.xli The communal stock of knowledge transforms this nonsense so 
that, for the participants of the Wincanton Hogswatch celebration, it makes common sense that 
Death brings gifts. The understanding behind Death as gift-distributer is dependent on intertext 
and only meaningful for the fans because of it.  
 
The context of a pickled onion 
Not all ceremonies and traditions of the Hogswatch celebration derive meaning intertextually. 
The subsequent example shows that some of its traditions have a contextually derived meaning. 
The event described here took place during the Hogswatch charity auction on 27 November 
2011. 
Picture a charity auction in an English rural pub. The auctioneer’s helper holds up a small jar 
of brown liquid. The auctioneer tells the public that the liquid contains one pickled onion and 
that the jar, the liquid and the onion are seven years old. He then informs the bidders that it is 
not for sale, but they may bid on the right to lease the jar for a period of one year. Then the 
bidding war starts. The jar ultimately brings in the price of £100 (Fig. 4). 
Without the proper context the act of leasing a seven-year-old pickled onion may be viewed 
as a nonsensical act. Before I tell the explanatory narrative I want to add that this is not merely 
the auction of a seven-year-old pickled onion. What is actually auctioned out is a seven-year-old 
sacred pickled onion. The story told by Dr Pat Harkin when the auction takes place goes 
something like this: 
 
Ladies and Gentlemen! The Sacred Pickled Onion! In this jar there swims one pickled onion and on 
the jar is a label that says: ‘This jar contains a Sacred Pickled Onion, grown and pickled by Mr. Terry 
Pratchett himself.’ Now there is a story behind this. About seven years ago Terry gave Bernard a jar 
of pickled onions for Hogswatch. Bernard proceeds to eat all but one pickled onion. Then Bernard, 
knowing how to make money out of anything, puts a label on the jar that says: ‘This jar contains a 
Sacred Pickled Onion, grown and pickled by Mr. Terry Pratchett himself’, and enters the jar in the 
charity auction. Well, well, the jar is sold. The next year the jar is put back in the auction. After 
some discussion Bernard and I decide that, from now on you are only allowed to lease the jar for a 
period of one year. So how much do I get for the Sacred Pickled Onion? [Proceeds to auction it 
out.]xlii 
 
The explanatory narrative provides the proper context of the act of auctioning out the onion. It 
provides a contextual stock of knowledge and therefore transforms the act into common sense. 
The act itself is something of an inside joke, needing a group of people for whom the joke is 
meaningful.xliii The auctioning of the pickled onion is a prime example of human events deriving 
meaning from context.xliv Without the communal stock of knowledge, the auctioning of the jar is 
nonsensical. In order for the jar to fetch a price of £100, the buyer must understand the joke; he 
must agree that leasing a seven-year-old pickled onion, in the context of Hogswatch, makes 
common sense.xlv Context is determined 'through prior experience with "contexts" or "texts"’.xlvi 
In this instance the participants need to have prior experience with the explanatory narrative 
and the auction itself, to understand that the act of selling and buying the onion is a tradition of 
the participants.  
Other ancillary traditions are now forming around the sacred pickled onion. One of these 
traditions is to auction out a smaller, empty jar marked: 'This jar contains the spirit of a sacred 
pickled onion'. The reason for this is that one year the lease-holder of the sacred pickled onion 
forgot the jar at home. The same rules apply to the smaller 'spirit of a sacred pickled onion' jar, 
but it is considerably cheaper. The price for one year’s lease was £20 in 2011.  
At the 2011 auction Terry Pratchett stood up and took the microphone. He proclaimed that in 
the course of British history garters have been dropped and therefore there is an Order of the 
Garter. He proclaimed that henceforth shall the renters of the Holy Pickled Onion be revered 
members of 'The Loyal Order of the Pickle' and be called 'Knight of the Onion'. Pratchett then 
commissioned Bernard Pearson to manufacture sashes, medallions and a keepsake shrine to be 
rented together with the sacred Pickled Onion. So the 26th of November 2011 saw the birth of 
'The Loyal Order of the Pickle'. 
These two latter pickle-related traditions illustrate well how fan culture works. Once you have 
a tradition, it can and does evolve. To understand the 'spirit of a pickled onion' or 'The Loyal 
Order of the Pickle', you first have to understand the context of the first pickled onion tradition. 
The concept of a sacred pickled onion has to become part of the communal stock of knowledge 
at hand administered by the explanatory narrative in the context of the charity auction, and 
therefore it makes common sense. The stock of knowledge is contingent on the context of the 
celebration, so its meaning is derived contextually.  
 
Common sense, folklore and the identity of fandom  
The fact that the meaning of the Hogswatch celebration is derived both contextually and 
intertextually is essential to our understanding of fan identity. In the above examples the group 
in question is the participants of the celebration, and the artistic communication, or the folklore, 
is the gift-giving ceremony and the traditions surrounding the sacred pickled onion. Folklore is 
communicated within a group; it is their stock of knowledge at hand. Whenever there is a small 
group with a communal stock of knowledge, there will indisputably exist people that do not 
possess it and therefore are not a part of the same small group. The stock of knowledge or 
folklore is a marker of communal identity, i.e., folklore defines the group’s identity vis-à-vis 
others. The construction of the Hogswatch stock of knowledge linked to the construction of the 
participants' identity as fans of Discworld.  
In his book The Power of Identity, Manuel Castells examines the construction of identity in a 
way that has proven useful when studying fans as well: 'Identity is people’s source of meaning 
and experience. […] By identity, as it refers to social actors, I understand the process of 
construction of meaning on the basis of a cultural attribute, or a related set of cultural 
attributes.'xlvii ‘Identity’, in Castells’ definition, is contingent on social actors much like folklore is 
contingent on the small group and can be viewed as a process of construction of meaning, much 
like the construction of common sense described in my examples. 
One of the forms of construction is 'Project identity: when social actors, on the basis of 
whatever cultural materials are available to them, build a new identity that redefines their 
position in society.'xlviii Castells observes that identity has symbolic content which constructs its 
meaning. As I see it, fan identity can be understood as project identity.  
The symbolic content in the Hogswatch celebration is the expression of the communal stock 
of knowledge constructed for it. This gives the events meaning and defines participants as part 
of the same small group, a collective identity. The identity is constructed from cultural materials 
available to the fans, which is, besides the usual contextual understanding of human situation, 
the intertextual knowledge of Discworld novels. If the collective identity constructed is to be 
recognised as fandom, the ‘project identity’ must derive symbolic content from the Discworld 
novels. Otherwise the fans’ identity as ‘fans of Discworld’ could not be communicated within and 
outside the group. The fans display the intertextual, rather than contextual, connection with 
Discworld in order to define themselves as fans.  
Human situation derives its meaning contextually and the Hogswatch celebration is of course 
a human situation. The tradition concerning the sacred pickled onion could have originated in a 
context other than Discworld fandom. The primary reason people participate in the celebration 
(when asked about it) is simply: 'It is a laugh'. Hogswatch participants are a group of people that 
already have a lot of intertextual inside jokes, as well as a communal sense of humour, so 
Bernard Pearson’s idea to auction out a pickled onion was received within the group as a fun 
idea because of their collective humorous disposition. However, it has evolved as a part of the 
identity-confirming common stock of knowledge.  
This confirmation of identity is effected by a person understanding the intertextual common 
sense and also the context. When a person understands the intertextual common sense behind 
the gift-giving ceremony, that person belongs to a group designated as ‘Discworld fans’. If the 
person also understands the contextual common sense of the traditions concerning the pickled 
onion, that person is not only a ‘Discworld fan’, but also a part of the Wincanton Hogswatch 
celebrators. If an onlooker does not understand why Death is the gift-distributer, they do not 
possess the intertextual common sense: they have not read the Discworld books and can 
therefore not be a Discworld fan. Without the understanding of the intertext, a person will not 
be part of the group whose identity is confirmed by understanding it. This is of course true of the 
contextually derived meaning as well. In both cases the result of not understanding leads the 
onlooker to view the traditions as nonsense.xlix 
If a group achieves a shared stock of knowledge they can draw from it to make events like the 
ones described above. In the case of fandom there already exists a common stock of knowledge, 
the intertextual knowledge, and so traditions can be created that make common sense for fans. 
The traditions in Wincanton make sure that the meaning of the tradition is intertextually bound, 
to stand out as a unique tradition that can be properly understood by a Discworld fan. The 
contextual traditions then further the uniqueness of the fandom to define the fan-group that has 
been to a Wincanton Hogswatch (or read this article). However, it should be stressed that the 
construction of intertextually bound traditions in Wincanton is of course not necessarily 
fabricated with the whole sense-making process in mind.  
Fan-made traditions, with intertextually derived meaning, are not unique to Discworld-
fandom. The reason for building traditions and events on intertextual common sense or with a 
base in fiction is to celebrate a fandom and to confirm one's identity as a fan. Fandom is a 
project identity, and fiction-fandom is, I argue, a deliberate project identity with foundation in 
specific cultural materials.  
 
Shifting common sense, fandom as a project identity 
Castells’ description suggests that a project identity is an identity over which the social actors 
have control regarding how it is constructed, and therefore perceived.l Project identity is a 
chosen identity made on the basis of available cultural material. In my interpretation it is a result 
of an understanding of the common stock of knowledge.  
The choice Castells describes is then, I argue, a choice to accept something as common sense. 
Furthermore, fandom is a project identity you choose to express more vigorously at certain 
events and certain times. A Discworld fan does not necessarily act out his or her fandom as 
potently during the rest of the year as they do in Wincanton during Hogswatch. The American 
popular culture scholar Lawrence Grossberg has described fandom as a 'sensibility': 
 
A sensibility is a particular form of engagement or mode of operation. It identifies the specific sorts 
of effects that the elements within a context can produce; it defines the possible relationships 
between texts and audiences located within its spaces. […] This assumes that human life is 
multidimensional, and texts may, in various contexts, connect into certain dimensions more 
powerfully than others.li 
 
The personal choice of project identity consists of the switching or emphasising of a certain kind 
of common sense at a certain time. As a person can have several different identities, s/he must 
also have different understandings of what makes common sense for each identity. This is what 
Grossberg means when he speaks of human life as multidimensional.  
Imagine a frequent participant of the Wincanton Hogswatch celebration. This person has 
attended four Wincanton Hogswatch celebrations. This fan therefore possesses the contextual 
stock of knowledge related to the celebrations. Apart from the act of reading Pratchett’s novels, 
the fandom does not show in any other explicit fashion. In sum, this person is an ordinary fan of 
the Discworld. In everyday life, this person would not dream of purchasing groceries that have 
gone bad, yet when in Wincanton during Hogswatch it makes sense to bid on a seven-year-old 
pickled onion: why?  
What effectively happens when a fan enters the situation of Hogswatch in Wincanton is a 
shift of common sense. Where certain things in everyday life are not sensible,lii they are during 
the Hogswatch celebration. This shift of common sense or emphasis on another common sense 
is an expression of fandom. To alter their perception of what makes common sense, or what is 
normal and ordinary behaviour in the situation, Discworld fans must have a shared stock of 
knowledge. When entering Wincanton, fans, including myself, take part in the project identity 
known as being a Discworld fan. A different set of rules is set for what is ordinary behaviour in 
the everyday and at Hogswatch, and to accept the Hogswatch set of rules is to become a 
participant. In effect, the change in sensibility constitutes a project identity.liii 
 
Conclusions 
This article aimed to illustrate how the Hogswatch in Wincanton is constructed and given meaning by 
intertextual and contextual constructs of a common stock of knowledge. This in turn was connected to a 
discussion of fan identity as a form of project identity, essential to which is the way a shared stock of 
knowledge is understood to be common sense. Hogswatch could of course be investigated from many 
other perspectives; the celebration is as complex as any other, and I will continue my research in 
subsequent studies with the help of (and great fun with) a fan group I am grateful to be a part of: 
Wincanton Hogswatch celebrators. I will continue my research because for me and other fans, and now 
for the reader as well, it makes common sense. 
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Abstract:  This  paper  examines  relationship  between  fans  and  merchants  in  the
Hogswatch celebration; a celebration of all things Discworld held in November in
Wincanton,  Somerset.  Using  socioeconomic  theories  on  the  different  modes  of
exchange – gift economy (Gavin & Phipps) – the article explicates a relationship
between  fandom  and  dealers  of  intertextually  linked  products,  resembles  a  gift
economy  system.  This  because  the  fans  and  merchants  share  an  intertextual
common sense,  drawn upon in the celebration.  Furthermore,  the article aims to
discuss the mutual benefits of the proposed fan/merchant relationship; showing a
process of embedded economy (Cotterrell) and craft consumerism (Campbell). The
article is part of my ongoing PhD-project at the department of Nordic folkloristics
at ÅAU.
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Discworld is a satirical fantasy novel series by the English author Terry Pratchett (1948–2015),
comprising of forty-one novels as well as numerous other adaptations. The tales of Discworld are
set on a flat world, atop four elephants, atop a giant turtle floating in space; depicting a storyworld
that is satirical, fantastical, and full of folklore adaptations.  As a fan of Discworld I like displaying
bits  of  Discworld paraphernalia  in  my  home.  This  is  quite  common  amongst  fans.  When
investigating the goings-on in the Hogswatch celebration – a “Christmas-like” celebration, derived
from Terry Pratchett’s  Discworlds-series,  held annually in November in Wincanton, Somerset – I
have been perplexed by the relationship between my fellow fans and the merchants in the town of
Wincanton. We (fans and merchants) enjoy an amicable relationship, often joking about the amount
of money we spend on paraphernalia during the celebration. This merchant/buyer relationship is
different to the one I have in my everyday shopping experiences. Why is that?
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The material discussed in this article was collected by means of participatory observation1
during the Hogswatch celebrations of 2010, 2011, and 2012. Hogswatch is a midwinter festivity
described  in  Hogfather  (Pratchett  1999),  that  have  been  re-situated  by fans  of  Discworld as  a
celebration of all things Discworld.  It is a three-day celebration that takes place in different venues,
such as pubs and the Memorial Hall in Wincanton, and in the Discworld fandom-paraphernalia store
The Discworld Emporium. Hogswatch comprises many different elements that can be defined as
folklore:  the  consumption  of  specially  prepared  food,  dressing  up,  and the  giving  of  gifts  (cf.
Löfgren). The reason I choose to study this particular celebration is its easy accessibility; in terms
of it  being a  celebration that  is  smaller  than  major  conventions  in  terms  of  visitors,  but  more
importantly  in  terms  of  timeframe and  venue.  These  have  enabled  me  to  make  more  detailed
observations on the exchange; the number of places of trade in Wincanton is fewer than for instance
that of Worldcon or San Diego Comic-Con, at the same time as the visitor number is lower than the
Discworld conventions worldwide. It is also a fandom I am part of, making participation an easier
task; understanding intertext, understanding jokes and participating in the celebration from an emic
perspective. All field reports and material discussed are deposited at the cultural archive Cultura, at
the department of Nordic Folklore studies at Åbo Akademi University.
Aim
The purpose of this article is to investigate the relationship of exchange between the fans visiting
the Hogswatch celebration and the merchants taking part in actively constructing an atmosphere for
Discworld-fandom activities during the celebrations. I will examine the relationship between the
proprietors and fans by discussing socio-economic theories on exchange and consuming, illustrating
the mutual  benefits  for  fans,  merchants,  and the fandom culture.  The purpose of  this  article  is
consequently twofold: (1) to discuss the relationship of exchange between merchants and fans and
(2) to study who benefits what in said relationship. 
The Concept of Intertext 
Before I explicate the relationship between fan and merchant I want to introduce the notion of
intertext, because the intertext is utilised by fans and merchants alike, becoming a common stock of
knowledge drawn upon in the merchant/fan relationship. 
Susan Stewart describes the notion of intertext as a borrowing process between two domains
of meaning (Stewart 15), the two domains of meaning being, roughly speaking, our perception of
reality and the ordinary and a rewritten perception of reality. Our perception of reality or the real
Stewart designates the domain of common sense and the reorganized or fictional domain is termed
nonsense (13). Furthermore Stewart explains the notion of “the stock of knowledge at hand” (9),
which can be labelled as what everybody already knows and takes for granted. As I will explain
further on, in this case the stock of knowledge is the intertextual knowledge of the Discworld books.
Stewart’s  theories  are  crucial  for  explaining two things:  (1)  intertext  as  a  borrowing procedure
between reality and fiction, and (2) that fans and merchants possess a communal knowledge (for a
more extensive explication see Löfgren).
In their book Re-situating Folklore: Folk Contexts and Twentieth-century Literature and Art
(2004), Frank de Caro and Rosan Augusta Jordan ponder how the borrowing process is done by
authors of fiction.  They explain how folklore can be re-situated from socio-cultural  contexts to
1     This article is a part of my ongoing PhD thesis project, which I am pursuing at the department of Nordic Folkloristics at Åbo
Akademi University. The first part of the thesis was published as an article called “Death and a Pickled Onion – The Construction of
Fan Culture and Fan Identity in the Hogswatch Celebration of Wincanton” in Gramarye no 3. I would like to thank my colleagues at
the department the Swedish Literature Society in Finland and the Donner institute for their support of my project.
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literary contexts in different ways (6–7). In Wincanton the process is reversed in that folklore is re-
situated from a literary context (i.e.  Discworld) into the context of the Hogswatch celebration (cf.
Löfgren). The agent doing this re-situation is not an author but the fans and merchants participating
in the celebration. 
Fandom
Two key scholars within the field of fandom studies are Henry Jenkins, who adheres to a social
constructivist vernacular, and Matt Hills, who adopts a more psychological view on fandom. For the
purposes of this article I will utilise the theories of Hills as presented in his book Fan Cultures. I do
this because of Hills’s  ideas of “affective play” (90) and his thoughts on the economic models
within fandom which I find useful for my study. However, the view of fandom presented by Jenkins
has formed my own understanding of fandom. I perceive fandom as a form of community (cf.
Jenkins). But since the aim of this article is to investigate the exchange and relationship between fan
and merchant I find it useful to turn to Hills. Affective play is a term that Hills uses to explicate two
things  within  fandom:  (1)  an  understanding  of  fandom  as  a  display  of  affection  in  fandom
experience, an idea that is based on the works of Lawrence Grossberg (cf. Grossberg 56–57); (2) an
understanding of an inherent “playful potential” (Hills 91) within fandom.  The affection that Hills
speaks of is the affection towards the object of fandom and the play with affection works as a
transgressive performance between the boundary of fiction and reality. The playfulness becomes a
representation of the fandom itself. Since the playfulness in itself is a representation of fandom the
merchants need to take it, as well as the intertextual connection to  Discworld, into consideration
when dealing with the fans. Communality between fan and merchant is of course not exclusive to
the Wincanton phenomenon. It is rather to be viewed as a common notion of fandom mercantile
activities. The systems described and analysed in this article most likely occur in many different
kinds of fandom.   
Hills recognises a dichotomy in fans’ relationship to mercantile activities. On the one hand,
the fan is a “specialist consumer” (29) or even an “ideal consumer since they are highly predicted
by the culture industry” (29); on the other hand, Hills also recognises an anti-commercial side to
fandom because the commercial beliefs may not be in alignment with fandom as a cultural situation.
Another notion that Hills identifies in fandom is the thought of fans as loyal customers, viewed by
merchants as something to strive for (36).  The fan/merchant relationship can also be viewed in the
light  of  fan  culture  as  a  highly niched market,  in  which  the  fans  seek authenticity by acts  of
consumerism (cf. Hills 37–38). 
In the article “The Craft Consumer,” Colin Campbell ponders the different views on the
modern  consumer  and  especially  the  notion  of  the  “craft  consumer.”  Craft  consumerism
encompasses  ideas  that  are  applicable  to  the  fan/merchant  relationship  in  Wincanton.  Craft
consumerism is closely related to the identity of the consumer in that the craft consumers “adapted
consumerism in such a way that it  can give expression to their own distinctive cultural values”
(Campbell 38).  Another of Campbell’s thoughts concerns the relationship between the consumer
and the object,  which can be described in terms of appropriation.  Mass consumer products are
appropriated to fit the consumers’ own world of meaning (Campbell 29). The craft consumer has an
agenda in that the act of consuming becomes one of expressing oneself by means of consumer
props. This perspective, too, is of use in the case I am interested in.
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The Concept of Gift Economy and Commodity
When debating  issues  of  economics  and trade,  anthropologists  and folklorists  alike  have  often
adhered to the study of the bond between two parties of exchange, a discussion I also find to be of
interest. This has been done through the use of the term “gift exchange” or “reciprocal exchange”
(Gregory  5039–42).  The term “gift  exchange” was famously pondered and discussed in Marcel
Mauss’s  work  The  Gift (2002)  and  has  since  then  been  a  subject  of  analysis  in  cultural  and
economic studies. Scholars such as Claude Lévi-Strauss have also contributed to the understanding
of  gift  exchange  (See  for  instance  Lévi-Strauss’s  Elementary  Structures  of  Kinship).  The
subsequently used model of the character of gift exchange, borrowed from Jack Gavin and Alison
Phipps’s book  Tourism and Intercultural Exchange: Why Tourism Matters (2005) on exchange is
also mainly based on Marcel Mauss’s notion. Gavin and Phipps discuss one of the more common
questions posed on the notion of gift exchange: what is the difference between gift exchange and
exchange of commodity? 
To understand the difference between gift and commodity exchange, one must first define
what exchange is. An exchange is a transaction that is reciprocated (Gregory 5039–42). Transaction
is  the  process  in  which  a  transactor  transfers  an  object  to  another  transactor  (as  in:  A→B).
Reciprocation  is  the  same  process  in  reverse  (as  in  A←B).  When  both  processes  are  done
simultaneously it is called exchange (A ⇄ B) (Gregory 5039–42).
Gift  exchange  differs  from other  kinds  of  exchange  in  that  gift  exchange  involves  an
element of interpersonal dependence (Duran). As Duran points out “a gift implies an intention to
develop or retain a social relationship between parties” (156). Commodities, in turn, are exchanged
in relation to other commodities. Both gift and commodity exchange work on a basis of balanced
reciprocity (Duran 157) or an equivalence of value in the exchange. However, Duran argues that
“[i]f gift exchange is recognized to be an ongoing personal relationship between parties … then
each person has an apparently firm basis for knowing the amount of utility experienced by the
other” (157). This suggests that gift exchange has a community building element. The community
expressed by the reciprocity aspect of gift exchange is the key difference from that of an exchange
of commodity, stressed by Mauss as well as Duran. Sociologist Olli Pyyhtinen even goes so far as
to suggest that gifts are “a precondition for the social or community as such” (5) and the gift (and
circulation thereof) is making community visible (7). Since fandom is a social affiliation (Jenkin
19), the question one must ask is: is the relationship between fans and merchants in Wincanton
reciprocal in such a way that it could be designated a form of gift exchange? I explore this question
with the help of the gift exchange-based theory of Jack Gavin and Alison Phipps.
Different Relationships 
Gavin and Phipps have given the guest/host relationship and “exchange” a great deal of thought in
their  book (2005).   They discuss the idea that Western postmodern society has overemphasised
commercial exchange as an economic form (26). They suggest that exchange between host and
guest  should  be  regarded in  terms  of  exchange  of  commodities  or  gifts.  This  implies  that  the
guest/host relationship functions on reciprocity rather than pure economic benefit.  The difference
between  the  two  modes  of  exchange  lies  in  the  rationality between  exchanging  a  gift  and
exchanging a commodity, resulting in different views on the relationship between the presenter and
recipient (26). The key difference between a gift exchange and an exchange of commodity lies in
the relationship between the presenter and recipient; making the relationship qualitative, rather than
quantitative (i.e. creating community).
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Table 1. The differences between gift and commodity exchange (Gavin & Phipps 27) 
Gift exchange 
 Status increases as one gives things away 
 Objects are inalienable 
 Establishes a qualitative relation between parties, builds community 
 The exchange is backed by the need to reciprocate 
 The exchange creates dependence 
 The exchange creates worth 
 The decision process is based on the demands of community and reciprocity 
Commodity exchange 
 Status increases as one accumulates things 
 Objects are alienable 
 Establishes quantitative relations between strangers 
 The exchange is backed by law 
 The exchange maintains independence
 The exchange creates values
 The process is rational, calculative and linear 
As can be seen in Table 1, the main difference between the two modes of exchange is an aspect of
community building. Although the objects and food traded during Hogswatch are commodities, the
relationship – as I will attempt to explicate – created and upheld by the fans and merchants is based
on dependence backed by reciprocation.
Tourism scholars Sahlini  Singh, Dallen J.  Timothy,  and Ross  K. Dowling challenge the
perception of the guest/host relationship in destination communities by questioning whether the
inhabitants of the community always perceive themselves as hosts and whether the tourists perceive
themselves as guests (10). The visited community and the tourist can be viewed in terms of an
imagined community, based on mutuality and emotional bonds (Singh, Dallen and Dowling 8–9).
This view implies a close connection to the concept of affection The fan/merchant relationship can
be understood to work in a similar way to the guest/host relationship, since both have an element of
affection. 
In  his  article  “Tourism and  local  society  and  culture,”  Michael  Fagence  explicates  the
relation between tourist and host when the destination community works as a cultural attraction, in
such a  way that  the  destination  markets  itself  by means  of  a  different  cultural  ambience  (57).
Fagence  distinguishes  three  different  domains  of  guest/host  interaction:  spatial,  temporal  and
respect (58). The spatial domain encloses the physical guest/host relationship (i.e. they occupy the
same space), the temporal domain encompasses the notion of seasonal fluctuations, and the respect
domain enfolds the understanding of respect towards the local community. I want to draw attention
to two notions from Fagence: (1) that a host community can actively market itself with cultural
ambience;  (2)  that  the  guest/host  relationship  has  a  dimension  of  respect  and  responsibility.
Because  the  fans  constitute  a  niched  market,  the  domain  of  respect  becomes  central  for  both
merchant  and fan.  The respect  domain should appear  as  an exchange constructed by means of
reciprocity.
This  article  is  based  on  three  assumptions:  (1)  that  there  is  an  exchange  between  the
participating  fans  and  local  merchants;  (2)  that  the  exchange  shows  something  about  the
relationship between them; and (3) that the exchange and therefore the relationship is based on a
mutual stock of knowledge that happens to be intertextual. 
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Intertextual Trade in Wincanton 
If you study the economic benefits of Discworld-fandom in Wincanton you have to identify who the
benefactors  are.  Firstly,  the  owners  and employees  of  the  “Discworld  Emporium” shop whose
business  depends  on  an  influx  of  fandom-related  commerce.  Secondly,  the  pubs  that  get  an
economical boost during the Hogswatch celebration, most noticeably the Bear Inn and its proprietor
Jo Wainwright. The Bear Inn serves as the stage for most of the Hogswatch-related ceremonies.
Third, the inn owners, hotel entrepreneurs, and hostels get a yearly full booking. Fourth, the non-
Discworld-related businesses in town, the restaurants, shops, and cafés make money on the fans.
Last we have the town of Wincanton as such, which collects tax-revenue and rent, not only from the
various merchants, but also from fans that have relocated and now live in Wincanton, due to its
connection to Discworld-fandom. Wincanton is officially twinned with Ankh-Morpork, the largest
city on Discworld.  
In this article I will present and discuss two major examples of intertextual trade: the trade
of intertextual paraphernalia in “The Discworld Emporium” and the intertextually linked menus at
the Bear Inn. The reasons for this demarcation is, firstly, that the Discworld Emporium and the Bear
Inn largely constitute the scene (in the physical sense of the word) upon which the celebration takes
place. Secondly, both the Emporium and the Bear Inn serve the purpose of explicit examples of
intertextual trade. Furthermore, both the Emporium and the Bear Inn see a remarkable influx in
revenue  during  the  Hogswatch  weekend,  as  explained  by  the  proprietor  of  the  Bear  Inn,  Jo
Wainwright, in a Facebook discussion in the spring of 2012:
(Jakob) How is the business during Hogswatch?
(Jo) ....the increase in trade is tremendous. The pub trade in G.B. is not as it was and so we
depend very much on Hogswatch to pay our bills!
(Jakob) Do you have reoccurring customers?
(Jo) Many of our customers are repeat trade. That is of course due to the programme of
events that are organised for us but we also try to put on Hogswatch food and entertainment.
We refer to the b&b trade that weekend as " dead men' shoes as the rooms are booked from
one event to another (IF 2012/004 4)
The  quotes  state  that  the  trade  during  Hogswatch  is  of  great  financial
importance and that there is a relationship that manifests itself in “repeat
trade” and the fact that rooms are booked from one event to the other. There
is also a mention of “Hogswatch food and entertainment,” which suggests
there is an element of intertextuality linked to the trade. One could explicate
the monetary benefits of trade during Hogswatch, but my concern is the
relationship between the fans and merchants and that relationship is in my
view  not solely  based on the exchange of money for goods, but is more
intricate than that. 
The Discworld Emporium is owned and run by Mr Bernard Pearson
and  associates.  The  shop  deals  exclusively  in  Discworld  paraphernalia,
designed  by Pearson  and  his  crew.  This  includes  pottery  panoramas  of
buildings and scenes from the Discworld novels, printed artwork, and most
noticeably stamps. The Discworld Emporium has, since the publication of Pratchett’s Going Postal
(2004) which tells the story of the rebirth of the Discworld postal system, been printing and selling
Discworld stamps (pic 1.). The stamps have been a big seller for the Emporium, attracting not only
Discworld fans, but philatelists as well, despite the fact that the stamps cannot be used in the postal
service.
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All paraphernalia bought and sold in the store have an intertextual connection to Discworld.
It  also has a  distinctive “Victorian” feel.  This is  because of the depiction of the city of Ankh-
Morpork in the  Discworld  novels. Ankh-Morpork has evolved in the novels towards a Victorian,
industrialized state  of development.  This  is  an on-going theme in Pratchett’s  books concerning
Ankh-Morpork,  describing  everything from the rise  of  the  free press  (The Truth, 2000),  postal
(Going Postal,  2004) and banking systems (Making Money, 2007), to the development of the city
watch (for instance  Thud, 2005) and the invention of football (Unseen Academicals, 2009). The
paraphernalia sold in the Emporium reflects this development in the Victorian design of the items.
The making and vending of the items is done to make a bit of Discworld “real” (according to Mr
Pearson, who made this point on several occasions not only in Wincanton).2 As I see it, the items in
the Discworld Emporium function as a way to enhance the fandom by trading. Mr Pearson enhances
the niched market ethos and playfulness by catering to the needs of it.  In order to cater to the
fandom,  the  Discworld  Emporium  needs  to  understand  the  fandom  establishing  a  qualitative
relationship  with  his  customers  rather  than  a  quantitative  (cf.  Gavin  &  Phipps  27).  Since  the
Emporium’s staff  are fans, establishing qualitative relationships with the customers implies that
they draw from the communal stock of knowledge of Discworld-fandom.      
 The same niched market is literally catered to by the proprietor and staff of the Bear Inn. In
similarity to the trade of the Emporium some of the trade, but not all, is intertextually linked to
Discworld. The Bear Inn gets its upswing in revenue from three different kinds of trade during
Hogswatch: (1) from an overall increase in business, (2) from a fully booked B&B service (as stated
earlier, the B&B part of the Bear Inn’s business is always booked solid by repeat customers) and (3)
from the special meals prepared for the celebration. These meals are linked to Discworld. 
 There  is  a  special  Hogswatch  dinner  during  the
celebration, on Saturday, which always consists of pork sausages
and mashed potatoes. This meal is in itself intertextually linked to
the traditional Hogswatch meal in the books that consists of pork
sausages (cf. Pratchett and Simpson 340). The meal is booked in
advance through the Discworld Emporium and is the “traditional
Hogswatch  dinner.”  However,  there  is  an  even  more  telling
example of the intertextual link between the trades at the Bear Inn
and Discworld: the Hogswatch lunch. 
The Hogswatch lunch is an example of how the Bear Inn’s
proprietor  and  staff  are  actively  a  part  of  constructing  the
Discworld “feel” of the Hogswatch event. The lunch consists of a
pork  pie  called  “Mrs  Whitlow’s  Artery-Hardening  Hogswatch
pie,” and is made according to a recipe from Nanny Ogg’s Cook
Book,  a cook book with recipes from  Discworld  (Pratchett  and
Briggs 31). The special Hogswatch lunch menu was instigated by
the proprietor of the Bear Inn as a special effort towards the fans.
The fans spend time at the Bear Inn anyway, it being the scene for
the celebration, so Jo Wainwright came up with the idea of a special luncheon, made with recipes
from the Discworld. In 2012 the lunch menu also featured “Slumpie,” a potato dish that is described
in Nanny Ogg’s Cook Book (Pratchett and Briggs 25) 
The lunch needs to be booked in advance and is colourfully advertised with the help of
posters  printed  by the  Discworld  Emporium (pic  2.).   This  is  also  a  way for  the  Bear  Inn  to
contribute to an atmosphere that makes the fans feel welcome and contributes to the intertextual
2     See, for instance, Pearson’s panel at Armadacon 2011: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bB_uqOuvUbY.
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connection between the celebration and Discworld. To the question: “Why do you participate in the
celebration?” Jo Wainwright answered: “We love the atmosphere and fun that the celebrations bring
to our pub and it is vital financially to our business” (IF 2012/004). The quote indicates three things:
(1) that the celebrations bring a playful or ‘fun’ atmosphere to the pub; (2) that Jo Wainwright is
happy to participate and cater to the fans’ needs; and (3) that this results in an increase in revenue.
Wainwright caters to the niched market with the help of the intertextual connection to Discworld by
a playful display. Playing with her menu with the help of intertextual connections also shows how
well Wainwright knows this niched market and therefore also it is a show of loyalty towards the
fans, on her part.
The trade of the Bear Inn and the Discworld Emporium serve as examples of the use of
intertext and playfulness as ways to tie trade to the Discworld, and to the Discworld fans. The fans
constitute a group of “specialist consumers” (Hills 29). The use of intertext also indicates a form of
re-situation on the part of the vendors – re-situation in reverse as parts of the  Discworld is re-
situated from the books to the socio-cultural context of the celebration. It also shows that there is a
mutual  stock  of  knowledge  between  the  fans  and  the  vendors.  This  stock  of  knowledge
encompasses the knowledge of the  Discworld  books and an understanding of playfulness as an
ethos of Discworld-fandom. Since the stock of knowledge encompasses playfulness as an ethos for
Discworld-fandom, both fan and vendor need to partake in it to have a beneficial relationship.  Both
fan and vendor comprehend and use the intertextual connection to Discworld in a playful manner.
This gives rise to a feeling of community and reciprocity. 
The Relationship between Fan and Merchant
As stated earlier on, there is a difference between exchange of commodities and exchange of gifts
(cf. Gavin and Phipps 26). I argue that the fan/merchant relationship is expressed in a form of gift
exchange rather than a straightforward commodity exchange.
Most crucial for my investigation are the points that gift exchange “establishes a qualitative
relation  between  parties”  (Gavin  and  Phipps  26)  and  that  the  decision  process  is  based  on
community and reciprocity. Since the exchange is intertextually linked to Discworld, the Discworld
novels work as a form of stock of knowledge that is shared by fans and merchants. This is perhaps
best illustrated in that if you do not know the intertext between, say, the pie sold at the Bear Inn and
the writings of Pratchett, you will probably not care about the pie in the same way as the fans of
Discworld  do. The decision to buy a  Discworld stamp or a Hogswatch pie can be based on the
intertextual connection. This shows that the decision to buy something intertextually linked is based
on the affection towards Discworld and therefore can be viewed as a display of affection (cf, Hills
91; Grossberg 56–57). 
 Intertextual trade within fandom builds community, since the merchants understand
what the fans want and cater  to the fandom’s desires.  This is  then met  by loyalty towards the
merchants in that, for example, the Bear Inn during Hogswatch is booked solid by repeat customers
or that the fans spend vast sums of money in the shop. I have also met fans who exclusively buy all
their  Discworld books  and paraphernalia  in  Wincanton (Cf.  IF  2012/004).  This  shows that  the
exchange is based on a need to reciprocate (cf. Gavin and Phipps 26). 
The trade has created a kind of dependence between merchants and fans. The Discworld
Emporium’s entire line of business is dependent on the existence of a Discworld-fandom and is also
an expression of the same. Bernard Pearson is most definitely a fan of  Discworld and within the
fandom he (and the rest of the Emporium staff) enjoys a prestigious status. The increase in status is
one the elements Gavin and Phipps see as crucial to gift-exchange (27).  The question of status and
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hierarchy within fandom is not the topic of this article; however,  it  is a question that has been
discussed by both Matt Hills (46) and Henry Jenkins (15).
Mr Pearson is invited to numerous Discworld conventions and happenings around the world
(see  “Bernard Pearson”). The proprietor of the Bear Inn is also dependent on the fan-trade, as is
explained by Jo Wainwright: “the increase in trade is tremendous. The pub trade in G.B. is not as it
was and so we depend very much on Hogswatch to  pay our  bills!”  (IF 2012/004).  The quote
demonstrates that the Bear Inn is dependent on the trade that the fans bring during Hogswatch. In
return the fans are dependent on the Bear Inn in the sense that it hosts much of the celebration.
Similarly the fans depend on the Emporium shop to host the celebration, but also to provide the
paraphernalia  necessary to  express  the  fandom with;  in  Gavin  & Phipps’s  words  “the  decision
process is based on the demands of community and reciprocity” (27). 
The trade  works  as  a  form of  giving  and taking because  of  the  community that  exists
between fans and merchants. This includes the understanding that shopping is a part of the fandom.
Fans “seek authenticity, or authenticate the fan culture by acts of consumerism” (Hills 37–38). The
community is also revealed in inside jokes that are mutual to the fans and Mr Pearson. Mr Pearson
often jokes that: “[i]f you’re not leaving hitch hiking and still have money left, we haven’t done our
jobs” (IF 2012/004 2). He can make this joke because of the status he enjoys amongst the fans. The
status of Mr Pearson (and that of Mrs Wainwright) seems to increase the more things they sell, since
fandom embraces consumerism as a vital part of the concept (cf. Hills 37–38). Ten years ago the
Emporium was a shop, owned by a group of friends that happened to share the same fandom. Today
the Emporium staff and Bernard are distinguished guests and speakers at Discworld events all over
the globe.
Mrs Wainwright and the Bear Inn have gone through a similar “increase in status” (Gavin
and Phipps 7). This increase in status amongst the fans was explicitly shown by the fans in 2011
when they gave Mrs Wainwright a placard stating: "The Bear is the official Hogswatch pub and is
frequented by Discworld fans as well as Sir Terry Pratchett himself" (IF 2012/ 004). The Bear Inn
was also voted the top pub in Britain later the same year in the Famous Grouse-sponsored list of top
30 British pubs. Jo Wainwright commented in an article on the “This is Somerset” site: “We have
two large Discworld functions each year and I think the popularity of the books certainly helped us
win votes for the Famous for a Reason poll” (“Somerset pub toasts award for Terry Pratchett book
links”). A sign showing the  Discworld was also made to commemorate the occasion (see pic 3).
This illustrates how the fandom trade has helped increase the status of the pub. The increase in
status is a consequence of the Bear Inn’s participation in fandom. 
The exchange between the fans and the tradesmen “creates worth” (Gavin and Phipps 27)
because fandom seeks authenticity by consuming.  The paraphernalia  bought  and sold creates a
worth rather than mere monetary value. Obviously there is
money involved in the transaction of a pie or a stamp, but
what  is  bought  and  sold  is  not  only  an  artefact  or
commodity in exchange for money, but rather a piece whose
worth  is  measured  in  authenticity.   The  fans  buy
intertextually linked items  because  they are intertextually
linked to  Discworld. That is the point of intertextual trade.
Because of the fandom search for authenticity by acts  of
consuming,  the  object  (when  bought)  also  becomes
inalienable. The item often becomes part of the fans’ private
collection;  this  is  so  because  of  the  search  for
authentication-by-consuming process. 
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One could argue that what is bought and sold in Wincanton during Hogswatch are in fact
commodities and that the exchange of them is in fact a commodity exchange.3 Were it not for the
fact that the exchange builds community as it is based on a mutual stock of knowledge, I might
have been inclined to agree; there are commodities changing hands after all. However, the exchange
in Wincanton creates a form of dependence and the act to consume is based on reciprocity, which is
shown in the loyalty the fans display towards the tradesmen. They are part of the community rather
than strangers (cf. Gavin and Phipps 27). Intertextual trade within fandom depends on this sense of
community. Therefore, I argue that the trade should be viewed as a form of gift exchange. 
Cultural Ambience and Mutuality in the Fan/Merchant Relationship
Since  the  trade  described  works  on  a  basis  of  community  and is  conditional  on  the  fans  and
merchants having a mutual stock of knowledge at hand, I argue that the relationship between them
emphasises community, based on mutuality and emotional bonds (cf. Singh, Timothy, and Dowling
9–10) and therefore the domain of respect becomes important (cf. Fagence 58). The relationship
between merchant and fan resembles that of a host and guest. Also the intertextual trade can be said
to be a trade designed to enhance and trade in a “cultural ambience” (Fagence 57). 
Whether you take the paraphernalia of the Emporium or the pie as an example, the trade
caters to the fandom in that it enhances a cultural ambience. Said ambience is designed to fandom-
specific needs. The trade aim at the creation of a feeling of  Discworld. By trading in intertextual
items the merchants actively construct an ambience in which it is possible for the fans to take part
of  Discworld in a tangible way. Furthermore, the ambience is enhanced in that for instance the
Emporium shop  is  refurbished  and  decorated  in  a  way that  it  conveys  a  Victorian  feel.  This
enhances the connection to the city of Ankh-Morpork, described in the novels as a pastiche of a
Victorian era city. The Bear Inn is also decorated during Hogswatch to match the Discworld ethos,
for example by the use of streamers hanging from the ceiling that contain coloured flags as well as
socks and underwear.  Again,  this  plays  on the connection with  Discworld in the sense that the
humoristic disposition of the novels is conveyed by the use of laundry in the decoration the point
being: “If there is such a thing as Discworld streamer, it probably has laundry in it.” The decoration
of the Bear Inn and the decoration of the shop can also be viewed as an expression of playing with
the boundaries between fiction and reality, and therefore it also constitutes a display of affective
play with Discworld.  
The host community (Wincanton) and its tradesmen actively try to intensify and market the
cultural ambience of Discworld-fandom. Wincanton, the Bear Inn and the Emporium use Discworld
as  a  selling  point,  and quite  proudly so.  If  you  for  instance  visit  the  Bear  Inn’s  website  they
proclaim that “[f]or fans of Terry Pratchett and his Discworld series, Wincanton is twinned with the
fictitious city of Ankh-Morpork and regular events are held throughout the year” (The Bear Inn
website).  One could  imagine  a  situation  where  fans  would  distance  themselves  from merchant
activity based on a beloved franchise, but in Wincanton it all works. Why?
I  argue  that  since  the  trade  is  based  on mutuality  and a  sense  of  community,  the  host
community, Wincanton, enjoys a great deal of respect from the fans. Would the trade work as a
strict  form  of  commodity  exchange  there  would  be  a  sense  of  anonymity  between  fans  and
merchants instead of a community. Since the trade is based on communality rather than anonymity,
the relationship between the fans and merchants generates a mutual respect. That is also why the
trade in intertextual items results in a guest/host relationship rather than a buyer/seller relationship. 
3     Fandom scholars such as Nicolle Lamerichs have indeed written about fandom trade in terms of commodities and profit (see
Lamerichs 48).
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The fans display their respect for the traders in that they allow the merchants a high status
within  the  fan-community.  This  is  shown  in  the  aforementioned  official  placard  given  to  the
proprietor of the Bear Inn or in the status that Bernard Pearson and the Emporium staff enjoy. The
respect is countered by the merchants in the continuous enhancement of the Discworld-ambience in
the form of  new items  to buy or  eat.  Jo Wainwright  also states  that  she and the fans  enjoy a
“wonderful relationship” (IF 2012/004 4), which I interpret as a sign of respect towards the fans. 
The relationship between merchants and fans has been referred to by Mr Pearson on several
occasions, noticeably in several Hogswatch thank you notes posted on the Discworld Emporium
website forum. The issue of being financially dependent on the fandom is not a topic that is veiled.
As can be seen, for instance in the subsequent quote from a Hogswatch post on the forum: “Thank
you so much for keeping all of us in the Emporium gainfully employed, for being the best bunch of
friends we all have and for keeping me in pipe tobacco and snuff”.4 Mr Pearson also referred to the
fandom as a second family or tribe in the 2010 Hogswatch speech: “Discworld is a family … We all
have become part  of this  sort  of 'tribe'  like random iron fillings being drawn to a magnet,  this
'magnet' of course is a series of books which give us all an uncommon denominator” (IF 2012/004
1).  These  quotes  illustrate  that  the  relationship  is  indeed  founded  on  community  rather  than
anonymity. 
Since  the  merchants  of  Wincanton  “play  along”  with  the  playfulness  of  the  fans,  they
display respect towards the fans. The enhancement of the cultural ambience as well as the selling of
intertextual paraphernalia is community building. The fans and merchants are part of a guest/host
relationship in which the merchants’ role is to help create a Discworld ethos for the celebration. The
fans have to be comfortable – and a part of making the fans comfortable is to play along and sell
intertextual items.
Fandom Consumerism 
Matt Hills clearly states that fandom seeks to authenticate fandom by acts of consumerism (37–38).
The act of consumerism has been adapted so that it expresses the fandom itself. In a way, fandom-
consumerism is a form of intertextual craft consumerism (cf. Campbell 23). The whole intertextual
trade can be viewed as craft consuming by means of re-situation. The fans and merchants both
adapted consumerism to give expression to specific cultural values. The specific cultural values in
question are a cultural ambience of Discworld. The intertextual items are in themselves a form of
re-situation. The trade is an expression of the re-situated cultural ambience of Hogswatch. To buy
and sell intertextually linked items is therefore a craft consumerist expression of a re-situated ethos
of  Discworld.  Furthermore,  the act  of  consuming,  since it  is  built  on communality and mutual
respect,  is  an  expression  of  the  community.  To  trade  in  intertextual  stuff  is  an  expression  of
“togetherness.” Said communality is the reason why the trade and the relationship works the way it
does in the Wincanton example. 
Fans express themselves and their fandom in the use of consumer props (cf. Campbell 40).
Therefore the trade can be considered a step in a process of authentication of fandom (cf. Hills 37–
38). This notion of “the authentic” also needs to be considered by the merchants. That is why the
Emporium’s products are designed as crafted goods rather than mass produced. 
The humorously (and appropriately) named “Unreal estate” leasing contract serves as an
example of the Victorian era style of the products at the Emporium (see pic. 4).The product is a
mock leasing contract in which the buyer gets a lease on an Ankh-Morpork apartment. The paper is
designed to  look like  a  contract  would,  would  it  have  been drawn up by a  solicitor  in  Ankh-
4     See the forum post by “Bernard the Stout” at Discworld Emporium website:
 http://www.discworldemporium.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=4&t=20207.
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Morpork. The design gives a distinct feel of “authenticity”
and of a Victorian era print, from the “juridical language”
down to the font, print, and paper. It features paragraphs on
the  use  of  magic  and damage liability  clause  in  case  of
dragon attacks, mixed with more usual, “real,” paragraphs
of the type “no excessive noise after 10 pm.” In short, the
contract is made to feel authentic to Discworld.
In leasing an apartment in Ankh-Morpork the fans
authenticate  the  Discworld-fandom  by  purchasing  a
product designed to serve that purpose. They act as craft
consumers in that they are buying a product specific to suit
their  own  agenda,  adapting  consumerism  so  that  it
expresses their cultural values (Campbell 38). At the same
time  the  merchants  appropriate  their  products  to  fit  the
needs of the fans (cf. Campbell 29). This appropriation is
done by means of re-situating products from Discworld to Wincanton. The process of authentication
and craft consumerism, as described here, works due to the fact that the Discworld novels work as a
mutual stock of knowledge. The trading of fandom items creates communality between the fans and
merchants that is necessary for fandom trade. The merchants need to understand the fandoms’ stock
of knowledge to cater to the fandom market. Since the merchants do understand the fandom, and
partake in the fandoms’ playful potential (Hills 91), they receive loyalty and respect from the fans.
This is crucial to understand when studying fan/merchant relationships, not only in Wincanton, but
in  other  fandoms as  well.  The  same gift-exchange system of   reciprocal  exchange based on a
communal stock of knowledge can  also be seen in, for instance, the ongoing campaign “Support
your local comic book store” undertaken by comic book fans in the USA, campaigning for loyalty
and respect towards your local vendors. The numerous websites5 and social media groups urging
towards loyalty towards local vendors indicate an understanding of shopping as a part of fandom
community activities. The community building aspects of trade and the playful elements of fandom
are  also  discussed  by Nicolle  Lamerichs  in  connection  to  fandom/media  cons.  The  reciprocal
relationship of fandom economy is, however, better showcased in smaller scale events and shops,
such as in Wincanton or the local comic book stores.
Fandom and Craft Consumerism
Fans authenticate  their  fandom by acts  of  consumerism;  hence the intertextual  goods traded in
Wincanton could be viewed as one part of the balance equation. One could argue that the other half
of  the  equation  would  be  the  money that  is  exchanged for  the  goods.  I  would  argue  that  the
exchange of money is but a part of the balanced reciprocity. This is so because of the fans’ and
merchants’ ongoing process “to develop or retain a social relationship” (Duran 157).  The key to
understanding the relationship between fans and merchants in Wincanton (and indeed elsewhere) is
loyalty. The balanced reciprocity could be seen as an exchange of goods utilized by the fans in their
authentication process, in exchange for loyalty towards the merchants.  It  could also be seen as
loyalty from the merchants in the continuous participation in the playful events of Hogswatch in
exchange for an equal amount of loyalty from the fans. Jo Wainwright expects her establishment to
be fully booked during Hogswatch, not taking any other bookings. The same goes for the Discworld
Emporium,  continuously  providing  a  cultural  ambience  and  goods  utilized  by  fans  in  their
5     For instance, Comic Shop Locator (http://www.comicshoplocator.com).
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authentication process in exchange for loyalty from the fans. The fans choose to use the Emporium
for their  fan commerce rather than,  for instance,  making all  of the paraphernalia themselves or
buying books and paraphernalia online (IF 2012/004). The exchange process in Wincanton becomes an
(gift)exchange of loyalty for loyalty, although the merchants trade in commodities.
The fans and merchants have developed a relationship in which they have “an apparently
firm basis for knowing the amount of utility experienced by the other” (Duran 157) acting upon this
understanding to create a form of imagined community. The utility equivalence experienced is that
of loyalty resulting in a gift of mutual and “frequent expressions of appreciation” (157) building
communality in the process. The relationship entails an idea of mutual respect, acted out in the
exchange process (loyalty for loyalty), visualizing a community building process (cf.  Pyyhtinen 7).
Since the trade/exchange makes community (imagined or not) visible the fan/merchant exchange
can be viewed as a form of gift exchange.
Gift Exchange-economy as Embeddedness-construction
The notion of embeddedness is a core concept of economic sociology (Roger 50), helping to affirm
various ways in which a market is embedded in social  life,  the idea being that no economy is
autonomous from social  context.  The term embeddedness has,  since its  revival  in the mid-80s,
become a somewhat amorphous term within economic sociology, leading to attempts by scholars to
redefine it. This has led to various interpretations of embeddedness, as scholars have tried to define
the different ways in which a market can be embedded. It is, however, sufficient to say that markets
are embedded in community or “networks of community” (Roger 51), upheld by “interpersonal
trust in communal relations within them” (Roger 65). 
In his  article  “Spatial’ Relationships? Towards a  Reconceptualization of Embeddedness”
Martin  Hess  (165–186)  divides  embeddedness  into  the  subcategories:  Societal-,  network-  and
territorial  embeddedness,  all  of  which  are  interesting  in  relation  to  fandom-economy,  and  the
Wincanton case in particular. 
Societal embeddedness takes into account “the cultural  imprint or heritage of actors that
influence  their  economic  behavior”  (Hess  178).  If  the  participants  have  a  stock  of  knowledge
consisting of intertextual knowledge of Discworld, they do in a sense have a “cultural imprint” that
influences how and what they purchase. The cultural imprint is described by Hess as a heritage
(178) or as a form of “genetic code” consisting of history and culture (180). The common sense I
have  described  can  be  viewed as  an  intertextual  “code”  that  shapes  the  same perceptions  and
actions, as well as being crucial to the economic success of the merchants in Wincanton. Network
embeddedness is described by Hess as “the network of actors a person or organization is involved
in” (180) and “can be regarded as the product of trust building between network agents” (180). The
network that the participants (actors) and the merchants (organizations) share in the Wincanton case
is built on trust building between actors and results in a community.  Territorial embeddedness  is
described as “the extent to which an actor is ‘anchored’ in particular territories and places” (180).
This form of embeddedness is crucial in the Wincanton case, as the participants most certainly have
anchored their celebration in Wincanton. 
I suggest that the proposed gift-economy model, where the relationship between fan and
merchant is  built  upon an ongoing exchange of loyalty,  is  a method to achieve embeddedness,
societal,  network-  and  territorial.  The  trust  building  relationship  shows  a  process  toward
embeddedness. The reciprocal loyalty between the fans and merchants reveals a process of network
embeddedness, since network embeddedness and gift-economy alike are built on a social relation
between actors. Exchange of loyalty is one way in which network embeddedness can be achieved.
The  fact  that  the  merchants  know  how  to  cater  to  the  fandom  market  demonstrates  that  the
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merchants have an understanding of the cultural imprint of the fans. This is most evident in the
merchants’ participation in the fandom’s affective play. In order to trade in intertextual goods, you
need to understand the intertext. Since the fans’ cultural imprint consists of the knowledge of the
intertext, trading in intertextual paraphernalia is a marker of societal embeddedness in fandom. The
entire celebration can be viewed as a means to territorially embed the fandom in Wincanton. The
gift-economy model can be viewed as a way in which reciprocity and loyalty is used to anchor the
celebration in Wincanton. In the same manner,  the town’s twinning with Ankh-Morpork can be
viewed as a territorial embeddedness and a display of loyalty to the fans. The fans reciprocate the
loyalty to Wincanton by returning there to hold the celebration. 
One could also make a case for that embeddedness can create and uphold a gift-economy,
the different modes of embeddedness being a precursor to establishing a gift exchange. However,
since the fans – in theory – can elect to celebrate Hogswatch elsewhere, I argue that the system of
gift-exchange is a way for the merchants in Wincanton to achieve embeddedness through loyalty. If
the fans did not feel welcomed and had not loyalty expressed in the exchange, they would not feel
as embedded in Wincanton, and could move the celebration elsewhere.
For  these  processes  to  take  place,  interpersonal  relationships  need  to  be  created  and
maintained. The manner in which the relationship is upheld is the ongoing exchange of loyalty
between fans and merchants.6 Since the relationship is based on reciprocity and exchange of loyalty,
it is a form of gift-exchange resulting in societal,  network- and territorial  embeddedness of the
fandom market.    
Conclusion
The  aim  of  this  article  has  been  to  investigate  the  relationship  between  the  fans  visiting  the
Hogswatch celebration and the merchants of Wincanton. I have concluded that the fan/proprietor
relationship and the merchant activities in the celebration can be viewed as a form of gift exchange.
The exchange is based on mutuality and communality. This is so because the trade is built on a
mutual stock of knowledge. The fan/merchant relationship seems to work because of the mutual
understanding,  creating  a  mutual  respect.  In  this  the  merchants  and fans  are  part  of  the  same
fandom. 
As to what the benefits of this kind of trade are, it  is clear that the intertextual trade is
beneficial to the merchants in loyal customers and an increase in status within the fandom, resulting
in  increased  revenue.  The  fans  enjoy merchants  who  understand  the  fandom,  authenticate  the
Discworld-fandom in the exchange, and enjoy the benefits of using the Discworld Emporium and
The Bear Inn as a stage for the Hogswatch celebration. The fans are dependent on the merchants’
good will and reciprocate in the form of loyalty. The merchants are dependent on the trade the fans
bring and therefore make an effort  to act as good hosts for the celebration.  The mutuality and
reciprocal respect can be viewed as a gift-economy system resulting in embedded market. 
The mercantile  exchange  during  Hogswatch  is  built  on  mutuality.  Conversationally  one
could say that the fan/merchant relationship works on a basis of “I’ll scratch your back, you’ll
scratch mine.” 
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RESEARCH ARTICLE
‘It’s a Good Job Nobody Mentioned Hedgehogs’: 
The Use of Narratives in Discworld Fandom
Jakob Löfgren
Abstract
This article examines the use of staged narratives in the Hogswatch celebration—a 
celebration of Terry Pratchett’s fictional Discworld held in November in Wincanton, 
Somerset. Different narratives are used in fandom as part of the process of qualia 
resituation, in which the what-it-is-like of the Discworld series is conveyed in the fandom 
celebration.
Introduction
Bringing Discworld to life . . .
Discworld is a landscape that we know exceedingly well and have the fortune of visiting 
every day.1
These are the words found on the website for the Discworld fandom-paraphernalia 
store, the Discworld Emporium. Discworld is the fictional fantasy world created by 
Sir Terry Pratchett (1948–2015); a flat world atop four elephants standing on a giant 
turtle that is floating in space. Depicting a world that is satirical, fantastical, and full of 
folklore adaptations, the series consists of forty-one novels, as well as numerous other 
adaptations.
The Discworld Emporium store is located in Wincanton, Somerset and serves as a hub 
for the fandom surrounding Terry Pratchett and his Discworld. The store is owned and 
operated by friends Bernard Pearson, Ian Mitchell, and Reb Voyce. Every year in late 
November, the Emporium, the fans, and Wincanton host a celebration called Hogswatch. 
Hogswatch can be described as a ‘Christmas-like’ fête,2 derived from Terry Pratchett’s 
Discworld series. It is a three-day party that takes place in different venues (pubs and 
the Memorial Hall) in Wincanton and in the Discworld Emporium. The celebration is a 
meeting point for fans of Terry Pratchett from all over the globe, myself included.
Wincanton is a town in Somerset with about five thousand inhabitants. It is known 
for the local racecourse and is an important stopover on the main route from London to 
Exeter.3 In 2001 Bernard Pearson and his associates opened the Discworld Emporium on 
the High Street in the town.4 The shop trades in Discworld paraphernalia and artwork 
made by Mr Pearson and his crew. Soon after the shop was established, Wincanton gained 
a reputation among Discworld fans as a destination worthy of a visit. In 2002 the town 
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council twinned Wincanton with the Discworld city of Ankh-Morpork,5 and took the 
connection one step further in 2007 when it announced that the streets in a new housing 
project were to be named after those from Discworld, such as ‘Treacle Mine Road’ and 
‘Peach Pie Street’.6 All of the official connections to Ankh-Morpork and the Discworld 
Emporium have made this small, picturesque Somerset town a hub for Discworld fandom 
all year round, but especially during the Hogswatch weekend. The Discworld Emporium 
store, the Memorial Hall, and the pub called The Bear largely constitute the scene (in the 
physical sense of the word) upon which the celebration takes place.
This article is a part of a thesis project for the Department of Nordic Folkloristics at 
Åbo Akademi University in Finland.7 The aim of the project is to examine the notion 
of fandom using folkloristic methodology and theories. Hogswatch comprises many 
different elements that can be defined as folklore. One such element involves the tradition 
of performed staged narratives, which are the point of interest here. The material was 
collected by means of participant observation at the Hogswatch celebrations of 2012 and 
2013.8
The present study investigates the process of evoking a representation of Discworld 
through staged narratives during the Hogswatch celebration in Wincanton, and poses 
the question: how are these narratives utilized to incorporate a bit of Discworld into 
the event? The narratives are examined through the notion of ‘qualia’ (Herman 2009), 
showing that qualia are a crucial part of the process of resituating Discworld from 
literature into the fandom celebration. In this article, the terms ‘qualia’, ‘raw feels’, and 
‘what-it-is-like’ are used interchangeably, since they are different modes of expressing 
the same notion; the sense of how things seem to us (cf. Herman 2009, 145).
On Fandom
Fandom can be viewed as a form of ‘social affiliation’ (Jenkins 2006, 19). What distinguishes 
it from other social affiliations is the understanding of participation and convergence 
(Jenkins 2006, 1). Participation is central to the workings of fan culture. Fans actively 
construct and re-appropriate texts—participation with, and active interest in, text being 
a point of convergence for the fans. Furthermore, fandom has an inherent playfulness 
about it in ‘that the [fans] become immersed in non-competitive and affective play’ 
(Hills 2002, 112). It is a form of social affiliation with its own artistic communication9 
displaying affection towards the object of fandom in an ongoing process of play with the 
object. When people who share an interest in a franchise come together, this leads to an 
affectionate play with the franchise texts, and this intertextual form of play results in 
fandom folklore. In this study, fandom is seen as something more than the act of liking a 
text. It is seen as a ‘product’ of affection towards the text, and of acting on that affection 
within a social affiliation. One cannot simply like Discworld and be part of Discworld 
fandom; in order to be part of it, one needs to converge with other fans and engage in 
specific activities. In the present case study, this activity is celebrating Hogswatch in 
Wincanton.
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The Staged Narratives of Hogswatch
Storytelling and performative practice go hand in hand. Platform storytelling is a form 
that takes place on a stage in front of an audience who expect a show (Wilson 2006, 59). 
The term ‘platform storytelling’ implies a specific form in which the story performed 
becomes an event in itself (Wilson 2006, 60). Although everyday storytelling ‘requires 
a sense of “event”’ (Wilson 2006, 60), platform storytelling is explicitly performed as 
an event or a specific narrative occasion. This is vital to understand when investigating 
the storytelling events of Hogswatch, which are staged as separate events within the 
celebration. The narratives are told from a stage to an audience expecting a show. All of 
the narratives in the present material were read from paper by the performers.
The narratives that serve as material for this study were part of three distinct events: 
(1) an open-microphone storytelling event entitled ‘Cautionary Tales before Bedtime’ 
that took place on Friday, 29 November 2013; (2) various ‘radio theatre’ productions from 
the 2012 and 2013 celebrations; and (3) the narrative stylings of Somerset burlesque artist 
and ‘poetrix’ Muriel Lavender at the 2013 celebrations. The reason for this demarcation 
is that specific narratives from these three events can be divided into two main groups, 
intertextual and contextual; that is, retold narratives from the works of Terry Pratchett 
and non-Pratchett-authored narratives recited at Hogswatch.
The Cautionary Tales before Bedtime event of 2013 was organized on a Friday evening. 
The event was an open-microphone type of event in which anyone who had a tale to tell 
was able to participate. The participants were encouraged to appear in their pyjamas 
and the event took place in the back room of The Bear Inn. The bedtime stories were 
to be delivered from a specially placed recliner on the stage in the room. The following 
stories, among others, were told during the event:
(1)  ‘The Computer that Believed in Father Christmas’
(2)  ‘Theatre of Cruelty’
(3)  ‘The Man without a Soul’
The first two tales are shorter works of fiction written and published by Terry Pratchett 
in the book A Blink of the Screen (2012). ‘The Man without a Soul’ is a Belgian (Flemish) 
fairy tale about a man trying to save his soul for the promise of eternal love. One can 
clearly discern that some of the tales told during the event are more intertextually 
linked to the works of Terry Pratchett than others.
Intertextuality is understood, here, as the process in which ‘universes of discourse are 
involved in borrowing from one another and transforming one another at every step’ 
(Stewart 1979, 15). In this case, the two universes of discourse—or provinces of meaning 
upon which interpretation procedures are based—are the literary world of Discworld 
and the socio-cultural celebration in Wincanton. The two universes are connected in 
a process of ongoing ‘resituation’, a process in which folklore texts are continuously 
and consciously resituated between their uses in socio-cultural context and in literature 
(Caro and Jordan 2004, 5−6). In Wincanton the process is reversed, in that folklore is 
resituated from a literary context (i.e. Discworld novels) into the context of the Hogswatch 
celebration (Löfgren 2013). The agent doing this resituation is not an author, but the fans 
and merchants participating in the celebration. The staged narratives of the Hogswatch 
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celebration are part of an ongoing process involving the resituation of qualia; that is, 
the qualia of Discworld are resituated from Pratchett’s storyworld in order to provide 
related experiences within the socio-cultural context of the celebration.
Sense-Making and Storyworlds
The term ‘storyworld’ can be explained as the occurrences and situations in narrative 
texts upon which the audience’s interpretation of the story is based; who did what, with 
whom, where, when, why, and so on (Herman 2009, 106–107). Authors (and storytellers) 
readily use different techniques to evoke a representation of the narrated world, 
or qualia, ‘the sense of what it’s like for someone or something to have a particular 
experience’ (Herman 2009, 144). I argue that qualia and ‘what-it-is-like’ properties of 
the storyworld—a world evoked by the narrative—are the key to understanding the 
affection fans have towards any pop-cultural franchise text, as well as the fandom’s 
inherent playfulness (Hills 2002, 112).10
The playfulness of fandom strives to transform an experience described and evoked 
through a storyworld into a comparable experience in the socio-cultural context; it is 
the process of transferring and representing an experience of fiction. I argue that qualia 
are key to the process of resituation that aims to reconstruct experiences in a fandom 
setting, while taking inspiration from fiction. Qualia are not exclusive to the type of 
narrative described here; they are an integral part of any given narrative.
David Herman explicates different ways of world-making. The crucial part for this 
investigation is the understanding that the making of worlds is contingent on existing 
worlds (Herman 2009, 105–106). This point is also to be found in the writings of Susan 
Stewart (1979, 16−17). The staged narratives during the Hogswatch celebration should 
be seen as a process of ‘world-bridging’; that is, creating, re-creating, or bridging the 
larger story—and the raw feels that the novels evoke. They bring the literary setting of 
Discworld into the socio-cultural setting of Wincanton, while using the Discworld novels 
as inspiration for all that is going on during Hogswatch.
In the Discworld series, Terry Pratchett evokes raw feels and experiences of humour, 
a sense of the fantastic, as well as references to Victorian England and to folklore. Many 
of his books are set in a pastiche of a Victorian-era city (called Ankh-Morpork). The 
satirical style brings with it a picaresque sense of humour (Real 2005, 512), which is 
readily used by Pratchett. The fantastic, in turn, should, in this case, be seen as juxtaposed 
to the realistic (Clute and Grant 1999, 335). In short, Pratchett’s Discworld series can be 
described as satirical fantasy (Rayment 2014, 18), with his novels being set in a fantastic 
world and often imbued with a mischievous sense of humour. I view this as different 
qualia constructions that ultimately depict the what-it-is-like aspect of Discworld. They 
encourage an interpretation of the storyworld as humorous, as fantastical, and convey a 
feeling of being in a semi-Victorian setting.
A good example of a typical Discworld novel is Making Money (Pratchett 2007), in 
which a former master thief named Moist von Lipwig gets the job of saving the bank 
of Ankh-Morpork; for who would be better to save a bank than a crook? The bank is 
home to a myriad of fantastic characters, among them a clerk who is escaping a family 
legacy of professional clowning, a mad scientist who builds a magical money-counting 
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machine in the basement, and his assistant Igor. The novel is part of a series of three 
books explaining the technological advancement of the city-state of Ankh-Morpork.11 
The stages of advancement can only be described as moving from a Renaissance state of 
technology to one characterized more by a process of industrial revolution. The novels 
concerning this ‘industrial revolution’ encompass the development and reorganization 
of the postal service (Going Postal; Pratchett 2004), the banking system (Making Money; 
Pratchett 2007), and the railroad (Raising Steam; Pratchett 2013). The series draws upon 
and mirrors the development of Britain in the Victorian era. In light of the description 
above, it should be obvious that the Discworld novels call to mind both classic fantasy 
worlds and the Victorian industrial revolution, while also using humour to entertain the 
reader; ergo, they evoke qualia. The created connotations become part of the fandom’s 
communal knowledge, or ‘common sense’.
Common sense is explained by Stewart as our perception or organization of the 
everyday life-world. It is an organization that is contingent on ‘the stock of knowledge at 
hand’ (Stewart 1979, 8), or ‘the communal knowledge of a certain group’. Common sense 
is everything we take for granted or ordinary (Stewart 1979, 8). Fandom has intertextual 
common sense in that fandom is a social affiliation which shares an affectionate 
relationship with a certain text (in this case Discworld), the intertext being that-which-
is-common-to-both. The affectionate relationship is expressed in a playful manner, 
resulting in a form of fandom folklore. Fandom also has common sense built upon context: 
‘the immediate concrete, physical surroundings including time and location’ (Fetzer 
2007, xviii). These social actions are ‘determined through interpretive procedures that 
have evolved through prior experience with “contexts” or “texts”’ (Stewart 1979, 10). 
In short, the participants in the Hogswatch celebration share a common sense drawn 
from the intertextual knowledge of Discworld and the social action that is constituted 
by being in Wincanton with other fans.12 The common sense of the fandom can be said 
to be contingent on a specific sense of humour. Humour has been defined as ‘something 
that makes a person laugh or smile’ (Ross 1998, 1). What makes us laugh is dependent 
on ‘the cultural knowledge, concepts, values and attitudes necessary to understand a 
humorous expression’ (Oring 2008, 197). This context is crucial to whether or not we find 
something humorous (Ross 1998, 7).
The act of making sense and narration is linked together on narrative occasions or 
in ‘communicative environments shaping how acts of narration are to be interpreted’ 
(Herman 2009, 37). People make sense of the world by creating frames for particular 
zones of experience using narratives, or ‘overarching storylines in terms of which we 
make sense of our own and others’ doings’ (Herman 2009, 40 and 55). In the context 
of the Hogswatch celebration, the Discworld novels serve as an overarching storyline 
from which the fandom makes sense of Hogswatch. The different events, consumption 
of specially prepared food (bangers and mash), costumes (as characters either from the 
novels or resembling yet-unknown-but-probable characters from Discworld), and the 
administering of Hogswatch gifts (by the Grim Reaper in a Father Christmas outfit), all 
are contingent on the fans drawing from the same Discworld stories.
The different narratives are part of the same puzzle, which will be explicated in 
the subsequent sections, discussing the re-telling of Pratchett’s work, the fan-made 
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contextual ‘radio productions’, the poetry of Muriel Lavender and, lastly, describing the 
use of other ‘non-Pratchett’ narratives in the resituation/world-bridging process.
Intertextual Stories: Pratchett’s Works Re-Told
As stated previously, staged narratives are explicitly performed as an event (Wilson 
2006, 60). This brings with it a specific teller—recipient interaction, a ‘particular kind 
of narrator to a particular narratee’ (Herman 2009, 65). In a fandom situation, one 
would expect to find narrators/narratees who have a high level of participation in the 
storyworld,13 due to their shared common sense. This is revealed in the use of clues or 
‘signals that convey information about these underlying norms and values’, which are 
deliberately inserted by the narrators into the narratives (Herman 2009, 70). The signals 
are then used by the narratees to interpret the staged narratives to fit the context of the 
Hogswatch situation.
‘Theatre of Cruelty’ tells the tale of a puppeteer’s murder, as investigated by Constable 
Carrot of the Ankh-Morpork City nightwatch (Pratchett 2012). The story was read from 
a collection of Pratchett’s short fiction by a narrator sitting in a comfortable chair on 
the stage in the back room of The Bear. It tells of a puppeteer being murdered by his 
puppets, who happen to be gnomes forced to perform in a Punch and Judy show. A Punch 
and Judy show is a formalized genre of traditional puppet theatre, popular in England, 
telling variants of stories around three central characters: Punch, Judy (Mrs Punch), and 
the Devil. These shows usually depict Judy as shrewish and Punch as bawdy and violent, 
often killing his wife and children (Simpson and Roud 2000, 286). Later on, the cast 
often includes a policeman and an alligator. In the Pratchett story, the ‘puppets’ simply 
cannot stand the domestic abuse that is forced upon them, leading them to ultimately 
kill the puppeteer by making him choke on his swazzle, the device used by a puppeteer 
to produce the high-pitched voice of Punch. The swazzle is positioned in the back of 
the puppeteer’s throat. The story, despite being a murder tale, is filled with Pratchett’s 
signature mischievous sense of humour:
He held up a little leather disc.
—‘It’s a swozzle,’ said the little policeman. ‘He used it for the voices. He said ours weren’t 
funny enough.’
—‘That’s the way to do it!’ said the one called Judy.
—‘It was stuck in his throat,’ said Carrot. ‘I suggest you run away. Just as far as you can.’
—‘We thought we could start a people’s co-operative,’ said the leading gnome.
—‘You know . . . experimental drama, street theatre, that sort of thing. Not hitting each 
other with sticks . . .’
—‘You did that for children?’ said Carrot.
—‘He said it was a new sort of entertainment. He said it’d catch on.’
Carrot stood up, and flicked the swozzle into the rubbish.
—‘People’ll never stand for it,’ he said. ‘That’s not the way to do it.’
       (Pratchett 2012, 217)
In his work, Pratchett often questions the norms and values associated with English 
folklore; the humour is, in a way, self-reflexive. An example in this text is the reversing 
of Punch’s signature line. In a Punch and Judy show, whenever Punch manages to kill 
another character he triumphantly shrieks out, ‘That’s the way to do it’. This phrase is 
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reversed in Carrot’s statement, ‘That’s not the way to do it’, producing a comical effect 
based on the intertextual connection to English folklore.
Pratchett’s story can be said to convey the what-it-is-like convention of Discworld; 
anything can happen in this fantastic world and it always entails a bit of rascality. The 
Discworld stories become the overarching narratives framing the event, which convey 
raw feels of Pratchettesque humour and fantasy as a baseline for interpreting the events 
at Hogswatch. The telling of Pratchett stories, in itself, provides bits of information 
about underlying norms and values that enable the fans to create the communal feel of 
the celebration, thereby resituating the Discworld from novel to celebration by means of 
the qualia of Discworld derived through the narratives.
The use of intertextually linked narratives, such as the ‘Theatre of Cruelty’ during the 
Cautionary Tales before Bedtime event of 2013, is fairly easy to explain. If one is to have 
a Pratchett event, it must include some Pratchett narratives. However, intertextually 
linked narratives merit further explanation when used for the purpose of resituation. In 
order for the situation at Hogswatch to be Hogswatch, it needs to feel like a Hogswatch 
event. Certain feelings need to be conveyed, mainly the fantastic and the particular sense 
of humour. By telling Discworld narratives, the narrators help not only in conveying the 
fact that the fandom event you are attending is a Discworld event, but more importantly 
they lend the overall ethos of the occasion a mix of magic and mischief. Furthermore, 
it works as an overarching narrative in two senses: (1) making sense of the ongoing 
resituation process that makes Discworld tangible during Hogswatch, and (2) providing 
a ‘framework’ for what kinds of humour and fantasy can serve as narratives during the 
event. The telling of Pratchett’s stories is also a way of honouring Terry Pratchett himself 
(often referred to as ‘the creator’), whose stories work as the predominant narrative for 
the entire celebration.
Radio Theatre: Contextual Tales, Reflection, and Mischief
One of the more peculiar staged narrative genres of the Hogswatch celebration is the so-
called ‘radio theatre productions’. Two radio theatre productions from the 2012 event can 
serve as examples. The first took place on 25 November 2012 in the ‘Thespian Activities’ 
session at The Bear. It was especially written for the event and was called Janet and John 
Go to Hogswatch. The second production was called Janet and John Go to Wincanton.14
Juxtaposed to the reading of Pratchett narratives, the self-reflexive comedy in the 
Janet and John stories, or other radio plays, constitutes events that promote the feeling 
of connectivity to Hogswatch by using the same sense of mischievous (insider) humour 
grounded in their reading of Pratchett.
Janet and John stories were popular in the United Kingdom in the 1940s, and were 
used to improve reading in English schools with the help of the characters Janet and 
John, who can only be described as typical English middle-class children of the time. 
The books are written in a simple language describing what Janet and John are doing, 
seeing, and saying. For example: ‘John, see the aeroplanes. One, two, three aeroplanes. 
I can see three aeroplanes’ (O’Donnell, Munro, and Warwick 1949, 20). The books were 
parodied at length by English comedian Terry Wogan on BBC2.15 It is this parody version 
that is adapted by the fans for their radio theatre. Janet and John Go to Hogswatch and Janet 
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and John Go to Wincanton were both written specifically for Hogswatch. The plays have a 
specific formula mimicking Wogan’s style of parody. The last sentence in each part ends 
with ‘said John/Janet’ or a description of what Janet or John does (‘John likes licking’) 
and the consequence of what he does (‘see the court proceedings’).
The Janet and John radio theatre stories evoke intra-group connectivity by means of 
making fun of the fans themselves. This is done by promoting mischief as a source of 
social affiliation based on affective play within the context of Hogswatch. If the Discworld 
novels are the overarching story, the radio theatre is a part of the process of resituating 
the self-reflexive humour of Pratchett. At the same time, the radio plays express and 
draw upon the feeling of what-it-is-like to experience Hogswatch. The radio theatre is, 
therefore, a means of constructing a context for the fandom. Again, this is done on stage 
as a form of entertainment using inside jokes. This, in 2012, included a list of characters, 
such as the Discworld Emporium staff, that one would not fully appreciate without prior 
participation in the Hogswatch event.
Consider the following extract from the script of Janet and John Go to Hogswatch 
(IF2012/004), performed on stage in the back room of The Bear on 25 November 2012:
‘What’s that’ asked John. Pointing to a long stick with a carved top.
‘That’s a wizard’s staff’ says Reb.
‘A wizard’s staff has a knob on the end, Knob on the end, Knob on the end!’ recited Ulissa, 
Marie and Reb. In unison. John is very surprised by the sudden outbursts, see the wet patch.
‘It’s a good job nobody mentioned hedgehogs.’ (IF2012/004, 4)
Also, the following quote is from Janet and John Go to Wincanton:
John has heard all about the events that go on in the town, and that many people go in 
costume! John likes costume John puts on his favourite frilly shirt, his luminous green 
witches hat, leopard skin silk cravat and curly pink slippers with orange pompoms. John is a 
fop and dandy. One day, he’ll be brave enough to wear a costume too. (IF2012/004, 7)
Both extracts should be understood as playing with the what-it-is-like of Hogswatch. The 
participants are meant to understand the joke and the ‘underlying norms and values’ 
(Herman 2009, 70) that the narratives convey by appealing to the notion of you-already-
know-what-it’s-like.
The act of interpreting text entails the search for signals that convey norms (Herman 
2009, 70); in this case, the norm of mischief, brought out by the self-reflexive elements 
in the stories. The common sense of humour perceived through an intertextual common 
sense—having read Pratchett—sets the tone for the type of humour conveyed in the 
radio narrative: it is Discworld appropriate. However, the radio plays also convey norms 
and values based on a contextual knowledge of the celebration. The second quotation 
makes fun of this particular fandom’s costuming and (in a way) mind-set. In suggesting 
that John’s outfit is a costume, although it is actually his everyday clothing, the narrators 
convey a sense of you-have-all-been-here-before-and-know-what-it’s-like. In the 
process, they are making fun of dressing up, and of the fact that participants probably 
wish that they, like John, could be in costume every day. The quotation also conveys 
‘you-know-that-we-are-all-crazy’ in that John’s supposed costume is his everyday 
clothing. The story conveys the norm that Hogswatch is a place where we (the fans) 
know we will see some silly stuff, but it is okay because we are a bit crazy. I want to clarify 
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that I do not suggest that Hogswatch or its participants are any ‘crazier’ than any other 
celebration or its attendants. I merely wish to suggest that the narratives are designed to 
evoke a feeling of mischief and self-reflexivity, thereby leading to a sense of amicability 
through the use of the Pratchettesque, and ultimately defining the social affiliation and 
context as a group of Discworld fans.
The jokes about the wizard’s staff and the hedgehog are rather more particular. The 
joke is in the communal understanding of the ‘knob at the end’ part and the intertextual 
understanding of the hedgehog, again playing on ‘you-have-all-been-here-before-and-
know-what-its-like’. Both the wizard’s staff and the hedgehog have songs ascribed to 
them. The songs are hinted at by Terry Pratchett through his character Nanny Ogg, who is 
a rotund, jolly witch living in a geographical area of the Discworld known as Lancre (see, 
for instance, Wintersmith; Pratchett 2006). Being the jolly, mischievous witch with people 
skills, Nanny Ogg knows all the best bawdy songs to sing at gatherings where alcohol 
is served. These songs are subsequently used as fandom ‘filk’ songs, or fan-generated 
music—filk being a portmanteau of ‘sci-fi’ and ‘folk’ (Jenkins 2006, 140). The songs are 
often sung in their entirety or are quoted in part, as games or exclamations. The songs 
concerning the knob on the wizard’s staff and the problems of having sex with hedgehogs 
are themselves a form of artistic communication within the group; they serve as folklore 
used to convey the qualia of Discworld (Ben-Amos 1982, 14).16 It should be mentioned that 
the hedgehog song is, in fact, not a piece of fan-created music, but rather is a version of 
an English humorous folk song (Green 1967, 137). Nevertheless, it has become part of a 
Discworld experience or the what-it-is-like on Discworld. Furthermore, due to the use of 
both songs as an inside reference in the Janet and John story, they also convey a raw feel 
of what Hogswatch is like; that is, full of mischief and (occasionally broadly suggestive) 
humour, sometimes used in exclamations. The norm conveyed and evoked is, in short, ‘do 
not be surprised if this happens, it always does’. Since the fans accept this, the passage 
becomes humorous and self-reflective; this is what we are like during Hogswatch. Hence 
the lines promote connectivity; social affiliation through affective (reflexive) play aimed 
at a particular audience, namely the participants themselves. The wizard staff, hedgehogs, 
and costume mentioned are ‘signals that convey information about these underlying 
norms and values’ used on the narrative occasion (Herman 2009, 70).
The Janet and John stories help to evoke the feel of Hogswatch by conveying, through 
the narrative, that this is what to expect of Hogswatch or of the Hogswatch experience. 
The use of the narrative can therefore be viewed as part of a resituation process to aid in 
creating social affiliation. Discworld narratives are the overarching story that enables the 
socio-cultural context of Hogswatch or Discworld fandom to become a world-bridging 
experience. The ‘non-Discworld narratives’ can also aid in this process.
Muriel Lavender at the Pink Pussycat
The Hogswatch celebration also attracts professional storytellers practising their craft 
for a keen audience. The celebrations in 2012 and 2013 attracted the Somerset-based 
burlesque artist and ‘poetrix’ Muriel Lavender. Muriel’s act comprises readings of her 
own material, which contains ribald poetry, limericks, rewritings of biblical stories, and 
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humorous poems and musings on classical English literature. As an example of her style 
of poetry, I have included extracts from two separate texts delivered during the 2013 
celebration. Both texts are reproduced with the express consent of Muriel Lavender. The 
first text is a limerick and the second is a humorous appropriation of the Christmas 
gospel:
Wait a Moment, I’m Not Done with You Yet
I regret, Sir, that it would appear
My panties are lost in your beard.
Though I’ve searched very gently,
It seems, evidently,
I may never retrieve them, I fear.
     (© Muriel Lavender 2013)
The Fifteenth Book of CHRISTMAS
Chapter twelve, verses 1–24
1And it came to pass that Joseph of Nazareth did speak unto his wife a third time, saying, O 
most holy Mother, the cock hath crew thrice already and His Lordship hath not yet arisen 
from his pit.
2And Mary did consider and reply, Do not forget, Husband, that the Lord is a growing boy 
and He needeth His sleep.
3And mind thy grammar.
4That may be so, Wife, said Joseph unto Mary, but it changeth not the fact that thou art 
suffering Him to lie about in bed today of all days.
5Whereupon Mary did flick Joseph about the tunic with a teatowel, saying, Thou wert no 
doubt the same when thou wert that age. Unto this Joseph could make no reply, for he saw 
that the most Holy Virgin Mother did verily speak the truth.
     (© Muriel Lavender 2011)
In addition to serving as an example of the kind of narratives Muriel brings to the 
celebration, these two texts serve the purpose of illustrating that staged narratives 
performed during the celebration may not, at first glance, seem connected to the 
Discworld at all. They are, however, deemed fitting to the celebration. That is, they 
become tellable in the context of Hogswatch. In addition to being deemed tellable, they 
become a part of the world-bridging process.
Muriel’s sessions are undeniably a form of storytelling in which the story performed 
becomes an event in itself, or a form of platform storytelling (Wilson 2006, 60). The 
sessions are staged as separate events in the programme of Hogswatch.17 Since Muriel’s 
storytelling has become a recurring event during Hogswatch, her brand of poetry is 
evidently tellable in that situation. Muriel’s stories do not have a direct intertextual 
connection, as is the case with the retellings of Pratchett, or a direct fandom contextual 
meaning, as in the case of the Janet and John stories. Neither do her stories explicitly play 
with the raw feels of magic and the otherworldly. Rather, the raw feels of Muriel’s stories 
fall into the category of mischievous fun and raunchiness. How, then, are the stories (and 
by extension the raw feels evoked) relevant in the Hogswatch world-bridging process?
As already mentioned, the Discworld novels draw on a picaresque sense of humour, 
the fantastic, and (sometimes) a sense of Victoriana. Muriel’s performances tap into 
this fandom’s sense of humour and its inclination towards Victoriana. The sense of 
humour is conveyed by the texts themselves, building upon a sense of bawdiness that is 
appropriate for the celebrations. Victoriana, in turn, is conveyed by Muriel’s stage attire, 
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deemed appropriate due to the reference to Victorian-style corsetry. One could imagine 
a performance of ribald poetry delivered in other apparel. However, the combination of 
poetry and costume is what has caused Muriel Lavender’s performances and person to 
be held in high esteem at the celebration. In short, the combination is what elevates the 
performance to a level recognizable as an Ankh-Morpork style of performance deemed 
fitting for the celebration.
This leads to a question of intertextual common sense, or the common sense of fandom 
derived from the object of fandom (i.e. Discworld). Suggestive poetry readings can be 
performed in other contexts, but what makes Muriel’s performance truly fitting for the 
celebration is the combination of text and attire. This is due to the intertext between 
the ‘Seamstresses’ guild’ and strip clubs on Discworld (see, for instance, Pratchett et 
al. 2012, 45). The Seamstresses’ guild of Ankh-Morpork, in the Discworld novels, is the 
organization of and for ‘entertainments of an intimate and personal nature’ (Pratchett 
et al. 2012, 95); that is, prostitution. The guild is hinted at in several of the Discworld 
novels, and has quickly become a fan favourite. During the Hogswatch celebration, one 
often sees people, men and women alike, dressing up in corsetry as a result. The joke of 
the Seamstresses’ guild is, of course, linked with the notorious Victorian suppression 
of sexuality (Kaplan 2007, 85). Therefore, the punchline is that we-all-know-what-is-
going-on-but-it-is-more-polite-not-to-call-it-the-guild-of-prostitutes; hence the guild 
of prostitutes, in the novels, is the guild of ‘Seamstresses’.
A similar bit of bawdiness from the city of Ankh-Morpork that is repeatedly resituated 
into the celebration is the ‘Pink PussyCat Club’. Described as being ‘much favoured by 
connoisseurs of the female form, with speciality pole dancing (horizontal and vertical) 
the club’s motto is “we never clothe”. Live music and cabaret. Open from midnight until 
dawn’ (Pratchett et al. 2012, 95). The Pink PussyCat Club is used by Pratchett in Thud 
(2005), which describes the experience of watchman Fred Colon when he is introduced 
to his colleague Nobby Nobbs’s girlfriend, Tawneee:
Nobby Nobbs, a shadow in the warm red gloom, nudged Sergeant Colon. ‘You don’t have to 
keep your eyes shut, sarge,’ he said ‘It’s an artistic celebration of the female body, Tawneee 
says. Anyway she’s got clothes on.’ ‘Two tassels and a folded hanky is not clothes, Nobby’, 
said Fred sinking down in his seat . . .
‘I think I could do with a breath of fresh air,’ he groaned. ‘Oh, not yet sarge. Brocolee’s up 
next. She can touch the back of her head with her foot you know—.’ ‘I don’t believe that!’ 
said Fred Colon. ‘She can, sarge I’ve seen—’
‘I don’t believe there’s a dancer called broccoli!’
‘Well, she used to be called Candi, sarge, but then she heard that broccoli is better for you—’. 
(Pratchett 2005, 218–19)
This quote illustrates a Pratchettesque mix of the suggestive and the comical, as well as 
conveying an experience of a Discworld strip club. The situation is viewed by Sergeant 
Colon as somewhat awkward, and the entertainer has chosen her name based on the fact 
that everyone knows broccoli is better for your health than candy. This has influenced 
the open microphone session of the celebration, both in the availability of burlesque 
entertainment and in the naming of the evening event at the Hogswatch celebration as 
‘The Pink PussyCat Club’.
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Muriel Lavender’s texts themselves fit into the celebration because of a common 
sense of picaresque humour within the fandom, because they all read and appreciate 
Pratchett’s works of fiction. The fact that Muriel performs in corsetry transforms what 
would otherwise be a recital of dirty limericks into an act of creating and conveying 
Discworld qualia in the context of the Hogswatch celebration. The attire draws to mind 
the popular Seamstresses’ guild and the Pink PussyCat, and, therefore, Muriel’s staged 
narrative is perceived as Discworld-appropriate. The raw feels conveyed by Muriel’s 
telling are connected to the intertextual common sense of the fans. It should be said 
that Muriel Lavender is a professional performer who performs in the same garments 
elsewhere, but in the context of Hogswatch her act is perceived by the fans as genuinely 
‘Discworldian’, and, therefore, a situation-appropriate performance (see Figure 1). 
This is, however, not entirely uncontroversial. Although a majority of the fans seem to 
enjoy Muriel Lavender’s performances, there are evidently some fans who find them 
inappropriate. The performance is, by some, interpreted as unfitting due to an increased 
sensitivity toward the sexualization of culture and discourse today. Also, Pratchett’s 
use of sexual jokes is more obliquely expressed, whereas Muriel’s style of jokes and 
performance is more an amplification of sexuality—to the point that it makes some fans 
uneasy. This I interpret as a sign of the ongoing discourse surrounding what is considered 
appropriate for the Hogswatch situation. This discussion within the fandom is part of, 
and flavoured by, a larger societal discourse on sexualization; showing that, sometimes, 
what is appropriate in a Discworld setting comments on larger societal issues.
Muriel Lavender’s performance, however, is interpreted by many fans as Discworld-
appropriate, and, therefore, Muriel’s texts convey a feeling of what-Discworld-is-like. 
This is regardless of the fact that the texts themselves do not have a direct intertextual 
connection to Pratchett’s works or make jokes about the fandom itself. The raw feel 
experienced by participants in the fandom, as conveyed by Muriel, is dependent on 
the combination of picaresque humour and its delivery in this attire. For the specific 
audience of fans, this is interpreted as part of Discworld fandom, because the act 
is performed as an interaction between a ‘particular kind of narrator to a particular 
narratee’ (Herman 2009, 65). Muriel’s work is endowed with meaning via the use of raw 
feels and, therefore, becomes an expression of the what-it-is-like qualities connected to 
Discworld. It resituates specific parts of the qualia expressed in the novels. The texts are 
part of a feedback loop of intertextuality or when ‘universes of discourse are involved 
in borrowing from one another and transforming one another at every step’ (Stewart 
1979, 16–17). The texts draw on the fandom humour derived from the novels and lead 
to an interpretation of Muriel’s work as part of Discworld fandom, which is thereby 
interpreted as part of the qualia of Discworld by the fans.
Other ‘Non-Discworld’ Narratives and Storyworld-Building
If the Pratchett narratives convey the what-it-is-like of Discworld, and the Janet and John 
stories convey the what-it-is-like of fandom, certain other non-Pratchett narratives, such 
as fairy tales and limericks, can be said to convey raw feels of magical or mischievous 
storytelling. These non-Discworld stories draw from the same intertextual points of 
reference as the other narratives, but serve to further the celebration’s sense of magic 
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and mischief beyond the use of Discworld texts. At the same time, they relate back to 
the core elements of fantasy, humour, and Victoriana—the nostalgic phenomenon that 
encompasses the range of retelling and reproduction of the Victorian age (cf. Kaplan 
2007, 3).
The Victorian era is an important part of Pratchett’s fiction, as he often satirizes or 
pastiches aspects of Englishness in an expression of self-reflexive humour. This resonates 
in, for instance, the story of Punch and Judy and in novels concerning Ankh-Morpork. 
The Punch and Judy shows gained in popularity during the nineteenth century and Ankh-
Morpork itself is a pastiche of a Victorian-era city (Simpson and Roud 2000, 286). Within 
the fandom, the most telling example of the Victorian connection is in the costuming, 
often derived from nineteenth-century designs, using heavy corsetry and hats.
Equally important in the novels are folktales and folklore of (particularly) England as 
a foundation for Discworld. Classic folktales are often used as instructions for ‘how the 
world works’ on Discworld. On Discworld, if you have three sons, you had better send 
them off on an adventure, because one (probably the youngest) will end up marrying a 
princess, as Nanny Ogg says:
[I]f you have sons it’s worth trying for three. That sets the third one up nicely to marry any 
spare princesses that are around when he’s grown up. If he can get a job as a swineherd, so 
much better. It’d only be temporary. As Esmeralda Weatherwax always says, the stories are 
out there it’s up to you to leap on’em as they go past. (Pratchett and Briggs 2001, 134)
Figure 1. Muriel Lavender at the 2012 celebration. Photograph by Otto Chriek (used with permission).
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Since both folktales and references to the Victorian age are used in the novels, they end 
up as part of the fandom common sense, being part of the qualia of Discworld. With that 
in mind, it is not difficult to understand how the telling of fairy tales or the poetry of 
Muriel Lavender, performed in corsetry, fit into the celebration.
Fairy tales are, more often than not, part of the narrative repertoire at Discworld 
occasions, conventions, and Hogswatch,18 and are often included in the repertoire during 
open microphone events. During the 2013 celebration, a young woman took the stage to 
tell ‘The Man without a Soul’. This is the tale of a boy saving a princess turned into a 
monster (ATU 400, with the motifs D758.1, B563, and H1232.1.1 [Uther 2004]).
Unlike the other narratives told, the fairy tales are not meant to evoke feelings of 
mischievous fun. The fairy tales told during the celebrations are there to evoke raw feels 
of magic and fantasy. Simultaneously, the stories fit into the qualia or what-it-is-like 
on Discworld, because many novels are set in remote (rural) geographical areas—most 
noticeably the countries of Lancre, a small kingdom which is a pastiche of rural England 
(Pratchett 2006), and Überwald, a pastiche of Transylvania (Pratchett 1999)—in which 
fairy tales are told and believed to hold wisdom. Since the fans have a communal common 
sense, which encompasses the knowledge of fairy stories (as used by Pratchett), they are 
deemed part of the qualia of Discworld. This being the case, the tales told are part of 
the resituating practice of the fandom. They serve to lend a sense of enchantment to 
the celebration, while simultaneously being enjoyed as a form of entertainment in their 
own right. In a sense, they are there because they are part of the tradition of fantastic 
storytelling, conveying the experience of both a storytelling situation and a sense of 
enchanted atmosphere.
Bridging Worlds: Tellability and the Resituation of Qualia
Thus far, the focus has been on how different kinds of staged narratives evoke raw 
feels connected to the (1) fantastic, (2) a specific sense of humour, and (3) Victorian 
constructs and self-reflexivity, all as part of the process of resituating qualia. Specific 
qualia from the novels are evoked in staged narratives to generate a desired set of 
experiences in the socio-cultural setting of Hogswatch; the qualia of Pratchett’s novels 
become an ethos for the celebration. This is done by means of different staged narratives 
throughout the Hogswatch celebration, with specific narrators telling stories to specific 
narratees (Herman 2009, 65). By telling intertextually and contextually linked stories, 
the narrators evoke specific raw feels, ultimately leading to a common experience of the 
qualia of Discworld and an ethos for the overall celebration.
The start of this resituation could be said to be the re-telling of Pratchett narratives such 
as ‘Theatre of Cruelty’ (Pratchett 2012). The story creates an intertextual reference point 
for all other narratives deemed tellable. This is done by evoking feelings of Pratchett’s 
humour, while set in the city of Ankh-Morpork with fantastical undertones. In order for 
this particular staged narrative to work, the kind of audience that is interested in listening 
to the narrative is needed. In this case, people who are interested in listening are those 
who have a shared appreciation for Pratchett. The fan and narrator constitute a specific 
narrator/narratee relationship. Both narrator and narratee understand and appreciate 
the kind of humour and fantasy that Pratchett writes. The raw feel of picaresque humour 
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and the enchanted and fantastic atmosphere are conveyed, experienced, and received 
by the fandom, because they set the tone for the event. It is a relationship built upon a 
mutual understanding and appreciation of Discworld.
This relationship is a ‘social affiliation’ based on fandom (Jenkins 2006, 19). It is invoked 
and expressed through the re-telling of Pratchett narratives. In this stage of the process, 
fans build on what they have got in common to further the sense of social affiliation 
(in a sense, togetherness). This includes different sorts of staged narratives, such as the 
contextual tales, fairy tales, and ribald poetry. They fit into the process because of the 
intertext of mischievous humour and an understanding of the fantastic as expressed in 
the re-telling of Pratchett’s work. The contextual Janet and John stories connect with the 
social affiliation of fandom. These narratives express the you-know-what-we-are-like 
sense, the raw feels of communality, social affiliation, and the mischievous humour of 
self-reflection. The fans know what the celebration is like based on the context of having 
been there before (Stewart 1979, 10). The contextual tales told evoke a reflexive style 
borrowed from Pratchett’s line of humour. The fairy tales told interlock with Pratchett’s 
identity as a fantasy author, and bring with them a sense of enchantment. The poetry fits 
with the raw feel of the mischievous and is presented in a style that connotes Victoriana—
both part of the qualia of Discworld. The various narratives, therefore, connect with the 
Discworld novels in expressing the what-it-is-like of Ankh-Morpork.
One can discern this process as a resituation with different stages. First, there are 
different reasons why the staged narratives are tellable in the celebration. Tellability 
(or narratability) can be defined as the appropriateness of any given narrative (Labov 
1972). The narratability of a story also ‘captures the significance a narrative has for the 
conversational partners’; that is, the noteworthiness of a story (Quasthoff and Becker 
2005, 4). The notion is used to describe how ‘the nature of specific incidents [are] judged 
by storytellers to be significant or surprising and worthy of being reported in specific 
contexts’ (Baroni 2009, 447). The tellability of the staged narratives during Hogswatch 
is derived from how the narratives (in the various ways described) interconnect with 
the qualia of Discworld: humorously, socially, fantastically, intertextually, and so on. The 
Janet and John stories are tellable because they convey feelings of mutuality by playing 
with the social context of the celebration in Wincanton, the fairy tales because they are 
connected to the fantastic, and the poetry because of its rascality and lewdness. All are 
parts of the framework derived from the qualia of the Discworld novels.
Second, once one has heard all of the staged narratives, one has acquired a 
representation of the qualia of Discworld. This is the desired effect of all of the stories: 
to convey different pieces of raw feels to construct a larger what-it-is-like impression of 
Discworld. At the same time, the tellability of the narratives derives from the qualia in 
the novels. Through the process of the staged narrative, an ethos for the celebration is 
created. The various narratives are the process in which the qualia are resituated from 
the Discworld novels to the Hogswatch celebration. That is, the process involves the 
qualia of Discworld novels being resituated to the qualia of celebration. It also constitutes 
a conveying of ‘underlying norms and values’ (Herman 2009, 70), with Discworld as the 
overarching narrative. In short, the process of resituating qualia is done through the 
staged narratives; they carry over the storyworld from the books into the celebration. 
The use of narratives in this manner is contingent on the conveyance of the specific raw 
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feels by the narrators. The narratives used at the celebration are there to evoke a feeling 
of Discworld, making the Hogswatch celebration feel like a part of Pratchett’s stories; 
thus, for the fans, bringing Discworld to life.
Notes
 1  http://www.discworldemporium.com/about-us
 2  For a more extensive description of the celebration, see Löfgren (2013).
 3  http://www.wincantontowncouncil.co.uk/about-wincanton.html (2013).
 4  http://www.discworldemporium.com
 5  http://www.wincantontowncouncil.co.uk/about-wincanton.html
 6  http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/5110120/Sir-Terry-Pratchett-unveils-Discworld-inspired-
road-names-in-Wincanton.html (5 April 2009).
 7  Supported by the Society of Swedish Literature in Finland (SLS) and the Donner Institute.
 8  All field reports and material discussed in this article are stored in the cultural archive Cultura, at the 
Department of Nordic Folkloristics, Åbo Akademi University.
 9  In other words, folklore (Ben-Amos 1982, 14).
10  This in turn defines and expresses the fandom as a ‘social affiliation’ (Jenkins 2006, 19).
11  It should be said that not all novels in the Discworld series are set in Ankh-Morpork, but rather that the 
Discworld (a world lying on the backs of four elephants standing on a giant star turtle) encompasses many 
different geographical areas in various states of pre-industrial development, from parts resembling rural 
England during the Middle Ages to settings resembling Scandinavia and sixteenth-century China.
12  For a more extensive description, see Löfgren (2013).
13  The world evoked by narratives; in this case, Discworld.
14  Both plays are archived together with field reports, under ‘Field reports from Hogswatch 2010–2014’ 
(IF2012/004).
15  See, for instance, ‘Janet and John read by Terry Wogan/Wake up with Wogan’ on YouTube: https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=5tKnsZCELD4 (retrieved August 2016).
16  Both songs in their entirety were available on YouTube as of January 2017: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=VUnkBX8Db80 and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BtLwsd3i6v0.
17  See IF2012/004, 1–4.
18  As, for instance, could be read in the programme of the 2014 Discworld convention in Manchester: 
‘Jacqueline Simpson’s stories from all eras. The Opera House: 18:30–19:30 (1 hour). The Grand Exhibition 
is proud to give its visitors in depth information and the latest insights, personally conveyed by experts 
in the field. Please join Jacqueline Simpson as she draws from her nearly inexhaustible story repertoire.’ 
https://www.dwcon.org/programme/listing/(quote retrieved originally in August 2014, but has since 
been taken offline).
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3 As an example of this trend, one can for instance look at the amigurumi-blogger Allison Hoffmans blog Crafty is cool  
http://craftyiscool.blogspot.com   
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5 See appendix.  
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